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TVA Asks For 20%
Cutback In Power Use

The Kentucky Education Asiociation
_
will sponsor it . annual "KEA
By MAIT-YANCEY-President's Spelling Bee" for student in
Associated Press Writer
grades four through eight.
Each local education association will
KNOXVILLE, Tenn. ( AP) — Hoping
sponsor a system wide contestant who
to delay layoffs of up to 150,000 inwill participate in a district contest.
dustrial workers, the Tennessee Valley
The winner of this event will advance to
Authority has asked its 2',4 million
the state finals.
customers to cut their use of electricity
The top three winners will receive
by 2t1 percent.
$100 for first place,$50 for second place,
The government utility -also began
GIRL SCOUT COOKIE SALE—Cassandra Spuriock sells a box of Girl Scout
and $25 for third place in the form of
buying coal from the West and firmed
cookies to Murray Mayor Melvin Henley to start the annual Girl Scout
United States Saving bonds. The
planslor a mandatory 30 percent power
winners will be presented at the annual
COW& Sale in Murray and Calloway County. The sales will start officially
cutback to industry to reduce the drain
KEA Delegate Assembly.
'On -Saturday, Feb. 13, and will sell for $1.2.5 per box with six different
en-its strike-depleted stockpiles.
In Murray City Schools, the local
varieties being available. Proceeds from the annual fund raising event will
The appeal to consumers was issued
representative will be determined by a
go for the Bear Creek Girl Scout Council of which the Murray and Calloway
Wednesday.
Officials said it could push
systemwide contest to be held Friday,
county scouts are a part.
the mandatory 30 percent reductions
Feb. 17, at 12:30 p.m. in the Murray
back to the second week of March. The
Middle School auditorium. The public is
forced curtailment must be approved
invited to attend the event, a school
-by-TVA's three-member board of
spokesman said. - directors, meeting a week from today.
Homeroom winner from Murray
•
School include Rosa James, Kay
Al Daniels, TVA's power utilization
Farley, Jon Bollington, Russell
Manager, estimated the forced cutback
to industries in the seven states TVA
Garland, Teresa Ford, David Ranexecutive mansion in a decade.
WASHINGTON (AP) — With Labor
dolph, Mike Wilkins, Matthew
supplies
with power will put between
Officials said the session, which
Secretary Ray Marshall atting as
Fergerson, Tim Lackey, Joey Ashby,
100,000 and 150,000 workers off their
lasted slightly more than an hour, went
mediator and President Carter as a
Melinda Shepherd, David Whitten,
jobs.
smoothly. However, sources who asked
prod, negotiators for coal mine owners
Julie Baker, Lisa Mikulcik, Doug Tutt,
Before the call for the voluntary
not to be identified emphasized that
and the United Mine Workers union
Lisa Harrison, Clay Francis, Sharlisa
conservation
efforts and the purchase
large
differences remain.
resumed face-to-face meetings today in
Ford, William Smith, Jeff Miller,
United- Mine Workers President.- of 225,000 tons of Western coal this
an effort to end a 73-day-old strike that
week, TVA officials said the cutbacks
Teresa Sinter, Huong Dinh, Laura
Arnold Miller also expressed
has become increasingly disruptive to
Cella, Mark West, Debbie Ross, and
could
br
before the end of
satisfaction Wednesday night and said
the nation's economy.
Susan Jones.
he
was
"most anxious to get down to
Marshall sat at a long conference
The Calloway County School System . table
As part of the 20 percent voluntary
business." Asked whether he believes
in the Labor Department with the
'will have its systemwide contest On -reduction,..TVA asked all consumers to
union bargaining team-on his'left anci; industry bargainers are ready to do the
Saturday,Feb. 18, at 9 a.m. at the office
lower thermostats to at least 65 degrees
same, he replied, "they don't have any
representatives of the Bituminous Coal_
of the Calloway County Board, College
and asked industries to reduce to 5046-Operators Association- on hi right'.choke," _
.
Farm Road. Betty Riley, English 7 Chief
industry-ofheials left the meeting— ilegrefs aCtive- work areas.
fedtral mediator Wayne Horvil/teacher at Calloway County High
Residential customers were asked to
without talking to reporters.
and other aides also were on hand.
School, will pronounce the word's.
wash and dry clothes and wash dishes
. None made - any comment beforeContestants from each of three
less often with larger loads, spend less
reporters and photographers were
elementary centers oetermineu ui
tm
im
eaeisin the shower and cook fewer hoS
ushered from the room. Marshall has
contest with winner from each home
said earlier he expected the talks to be
room will be as follows: East, Marie
Commerical customers were asked to
"almost continuous."
Brantley, eight grade; Southwest, Lisa
cut indoor and outdoor lighting and
Today's session marked the first fullHolsapple, fourth grade; North, Rema
consider closing early. Spokesman
scale- negotiations since_ the UMW
Peeler, seventh grade.
•
John Van Molsairlstates and cities will
bargaining council rejected a tentative'
be asked to,reduce street lighting.
contract settlement worked out 10 days
TVA made a,similar appeal during a
ago.
A 19-year-old Hardin man, Ronnie
The _ground _rules for_the_senewed
. Dale Nanney has been released on a four-week UMW strike in 1974. But the
talks were worked out a White House
recognizance bond in connection with agency had only 4 million tons of coal
session Wednesday 'night called at
the killing of a bald eagle last stockpiled then-and the cat} for conservation was issued as soon as that
Carter's behest. That session marked
November in Marshall County.
the first nighttime labor talks at the
Albert Jones, the U. S. attorney for strike began.
PADUCAH — U.S. Federal District
.TVA had a total stockpile of 1.9
the Federal District Court in Paducah
Judge Edward H. Johnstone has signeAmillion tons,roughly a 25-day supply, At
'is expected to file a bill of direct inand entered an order in U.S. District
formation in coming days against 10 of its 12 ,coalfired power plants .on
Court for the Western District here
Nanney.
dismissing a federal indictment against
Nanney appeared before federal
Murray used car dealer Eurie Garland.
magistrate John Dixon in Hopkinsville
Judge Johnstone signed the order on
What would have been a "vacation
Tuesday and was released on a $1,800
Feb. 3 and entered it in federal court
day" tomorrow will be a regular school
bond.
Feb. 6.
day for Calloway County students,
The man is charged with shooting an
The federal grand jury had returned
Jury selection began today in the civil
according to Calloway County School
American bald eagle Nov. 18 between
rial of Ardath Brandon vs. Leroy Todd,
an indictment against Garland on Nov.
system officials.
Jonathan Creek and Aurora near
21, 1977, charging him with having two
-Speedway Oil and others, in Calloway
County schools will be in session for -'Kentucky Lake.
or more declarations under oath which
'County Circuit Court. all students, Feb. 17, then again April 3
Killing an eagle, a federal offense
,-2
were inconsistent.
.. The trial is in connection with an
and April-.211.
under the Eagle Protection Act,carries
According to court records, the'
-alleged fall in early-1976. The plaintiff is
Those days were previously
a maximum sentence of one year in
substance of the grand jury charge was
asking $25,317 damages.
scheduled as "in-service days" for
prison and-or a $5,000 fine on conthat Garland had made a statement
The civil trial of V. B. Hodges and
teachers. Students would have been
viction. Under federal legislation the
before the grand jury in November,
heirs vs. John Ed Scott and Audry
;away from school. But, due to the days
offense is classified a misdemeanor.
1977, which was inconsistent with an
Scott, a property question, is slated to
missed because of the snoiv, school
According to reports, the U. S. ataffidavit previously given by him in a
start Feb. 20, according to the court
officials have already used the "intorney has the option in such
civil action in federal court at
schedule.
service days."
misdemeanor cases of seeking- a
Louisville relating to the altering of an
A condemnation case involving the
Kentucky State Board of Education
federal grand jury indictment or
automobile odometer in December,
State of Kentucky vs. Peoples Bank is
will meet in March and a key topic-of
prosecuting
directly , by filing a
1972, arid January, 1973.
expected to be tried Feb. 21. The suit
business during that session is expected
statement of direct evidence.
Judge Johnstone, is his memoran- to be discussion of "snow
involves right-of-way acquisition on
days"
Robert
Standish, a special agent with
12th Street in Murray.
dum opinion accompanying the order of situation.
U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service signed
dismissal, noted that the indictment
On March 1, the civil trial of Teresa
Teachers in the county school system
the complaint against Nanney, acAnn Davis, Charles E. Davis vs. Ewin
was fatally defective for failure to attended
"in-service" Jan. 25 and Feb.
cording to reports. Also, a juvenile has
allege the necessary elements of the 7 and 8.
Ramsey and Edgar 0. Ramsey is exStudents missed a total of 20
been implicated in the case, but no
offense charged.
pected to get underway. According to
days, but now have only 17 to make up.
charges were filed as of Tuesday
court records, that suit stemmed from
personal injuries in an auto accident in
1973. Original damages asked in that
case were $45,000.
CyTene Williams Hall vs. Farms and
Homes Inc., and Citizens National Bank
is set for trial March 6. Damages asked
in that contract dispute are 1100,000
with interest since 1970.
A dispute over a construction contract, Emerine Construction vs. P.N.
(Nolin) Mahan and others is slated for
trial March 7. Damages asked in that
suit are $35,000.
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Coal Strike Negotiators
Resume Meetings Today

Hardin Man
Charged With
Eagle Shooting

Wednesday. The agency hatinelrian
"12 million tons stockpiled, a 117-day
supply, when the United Mine Workers
went on strike 10 weeks ago.
The 30 percent curtailment to industries receiving 500 kilowatts of
power or more is the first step in TVA's,
emergency plan., The average home,.
uses about 15 kilowatts.
Next would be a similar forced
reduction to stores and homes followed
by an even larger — 50 percent —,
cutback to industry. Rotating blackouts

among all.ciaiatuneni, lei-Chiding some
emergency-facilities, is the fourth and
final step.
Van Mol said there has been no
evidence that coal producers AU-operating are now gouging utilities,on
the spot market as they did in 1974,
when the price of coal more ANN!,
doilbled in some instances.
'
However,officials said the price far_ii
ton of average quality coal on the spot
market has jumped from $20423 to $27$30 in the past three weeks.

Gas Customers Asked
To Cut Back Thermostats
Murray Mayor Melvin B. Henley
of natural gas has already bOn curtoday issued a plea to customers of the
tailed and requested that residential_
Murray Natural Gas system to cut back
users cut back their thermostats to at
thermostats in an effort to conserve
least 68 degrees from now until March
natural gas.
1
"We're not in a critical situation like
"The industrial curtailment will •
we were last year," Henley said, "but
bring us back in line to some extent,"
unless we get some warmer weather we' -Henley said, "but we need to ask the''
will have an overrun (of the city's
people to start conserving now so we do
natural gas allotment)."
- - -Loot end up with a problem:.
The system was faced with an
"The Natural Gas System is owned
overrun of some 55,000 mcf (thousand
by the people of the community," the
cubic feet ) of gas in the winter of 1977
mayor added, "and that ownership
but a voluntary conservation effort on
involves the fruits as well as the
the part of gas systecei customersproblems.'!- —
greatly reduced that overrun.
"It will be, to the customer!' 1rd- The system faces a penalty of $10 per
vantage to conserve gas through
_ mei on all gas Consumed above the
"February and March because any
.city's allotment for the winter period
penalties charged to the system for an
which ends March 1.
overrun will have to be passed along to
Henley said that local industrial use
the consumer," Henley added. •

Charges Agains
t
,

Garland Dropped

School Vacation
Days Cancelled

Jury Selection

Begins For Trial

CHRISMAN HONORED — H. Ed Chrisman (center) of Murray has been
honored by the Four Rivers Boy Scout Council by being selected to receive
the Silver Beaver Award, the highest honor awarded by the Boy Scouts of
America to its volunteer leaders. Chrisman is congratulated by Edward R.
Golinski (left) C.alvery City, new president of the council executive board
and Jim Brockenborough, retiring council president Also named to the
honor with Chrisman was John Williams of Paducah, who was out-of-town
at the time of the awards ceremony.

Contributions To Hurt
Scholarship Top $11,000
Contributions to the Max B. Hurt
Scholarship fund at Murray State
University as a perpetual recognition of
the 1927 alumnus and prominent
community leader have passed the
$11,000 mark.
Joe Dick, chairman of a 20-member
fund drive committee, said "the outstanding progress of the effort is an
indication of the esteem with which
Max Hurt is held by friends and neighbors." He added that donations are still
being accepted to support the honorary
scholarship. Guidelines for the award are
scheduled to be released by the Alumni
Association at Murray State on Feb. 25.
Hurt, a member of the second
graduating. class at Murray State,

inside today
One Section — 16 Pages
The sports world is still buzzing today in the aftermath
of Leon Spinks' victory over Muhammad Ah in Las Vegas,
Nev., last night. The Murray Ledger & Times today has a
(
Aumber of Associated Press and local stories on the
.Victory, which probably marked the end of an era in
boxing. See today's sports section.

mostly cloudy

NAMED TO BAND— Pictured are Murray High School Band students recently named to the All District Band which
will perform in concert at Lovett Auditorium on Murray State University campus Saturday, Feb. 18. The band will be
directed by Dr. Sidney McKay of Memphis State University. Pictured is: (first row, left) Lin Johnson, Sharon Outland
Mike Sykes, Kayne Beasley, Samar Mahfoud, Amy Nofsinger and Mary Ann Roberts;(second row, left) Matt Burke
David Joneo, Gina Jones, Allison Wallace, Carol Montgomery, Jaina Washer and Sharon Blodgett; (third row, 'eel
Charles Shaeffer, Jeff Blodgett, Joey Rose, Nancy 1Geson, Jon Noffsinger, Dwaine Hampton and Leslie Grogran;(four
th row,left) Kevin Allbritten, Marilyn Howard, Robert Johnson, Derna Dailey, Shari Crafton and Chuck Wilson;(fifth
row, left) Ricky Smith, Paul Kieson, James Harrison, Doug Crafton, Steve Gough, Doug Moore, Kent Eversmeyer and
Dean Hainsworth. Dana Mansfield and James Morris,also named to the band,are not picture&

Mostly cloudy today, with light
snow ending this morning. Highs
in the mid 30s. Mostly cloudy and
cold tonight. Lows in the low 20s.
Considerable cloudiness and
continued • cool Friday with a
slight chance of snow late in the
afternoon. Highs in the low to mid
30s. Winds, variable less than 10
miles an hour today and tonight.
Precipitation chances 30 percent
today and 20 percent Friday.

today's index
Classifieds
13.14,15
Crosswords
13
Comics
13
Dear Abby
4
Deaths& Funerals
16
Garrott's Galley
5
Horoscope
2
Let's Stay Well...13
Local Scene
4
Opinion Page
5:7
Sports
8,9, 10, 11
wt

%

continues to Make his home on the farm
in the Kirksey area where he was born.
His farm is one of the largest cattle and
grain operations in West Kentucky.
In addition to his involvement in
countless alumni activities through the
years, he has served as a teacher,
assistant postmaster, executive
secretary and president of the Chamber
of Commerce, Methodist layman, bank
director,insurance executive, and civic
leader.
During his tenure as assistant
postmaster
Murray, Hurt
in
reorganized and extended the Rural
Free Delivery. Later, as secretary of
the Chamber of Commerce, he was
instrumental in getting Tappan to
locate a plant in Murray. He also led in
planning and promoting the development of Kenlake State Park at Aurora
and was one of the organizers of WNBS
Radio in Murray.
Hurt rose to priminence in the-.insurance world as national treasurer
and then executive vice-president of the
Woodmen of the World Life Insurance
Society...He retired in 1962.
He has. served as a director of the
Bank of Murray 45 years and as board
secretary for 35 years.
Hurt, who has been married to his
high school sweetheart, Vera Mavis
McCuiston, some 57 years, was
presented the Good Scout Award by the
Four Rivers Council of the Boy Scouts
of America in 1976.
A portion of the salute to him in the
program on that occasion gives some
indication of the appropriateness of a
'scholarship to honor him. It reads:
.'Few men have made more contributions to their fellowman and to the
betterment of the communities in which
they live than has Max B. Hart. It would
take a book to list them all."

•.t
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HA Thin Special- Events
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•
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This week February 12-18, Puerto Rico, and American Vaugh-Williamson
Scholar- TIonchul, 1st vice-president;
has been designated by the schools overseas. Kentucky ship of $500 and 12 scholar- Jane
Ann Turner, 2nd viceNational Organization of„- membership for 1976-77 is ships of $400, each including
president; Dana Mansfield,
Future Homemakers of'15,236 in 245 chapters. This 'the Carl Perkins Scholarship
secretary; Karen Bailey,
America as National FHA includes nine HERO Chapters. were awarded to FHA treasurer;
Belinda Suiter,
also
is
Week, which
FHA member's beliefs
members who had made
parliamentarian; Gena
Vocational Education Week.
about the way they- work are contributions
ftb.
to :S ..1_711_1111111
the Lovett, reporter; Becky West, ,
Friday & Sal.'day I
During this peek special. as 1Q1lows.:
„., _grganization and who are __recreation leader; Terri_
emphasis to interpreting FHA
I Group Mans Shoes
Fvery individual counts, studying home economics in a McCord, song leader;
Delores
as an integral part of the home,, and has a special contribution college in Kentucky,
I Group Women's 910E5'i/01w. $25
Honchul, devotion leader;
economics program will be to make to the chapter.
The Murray High FHA will Susan Crass, honor roll
1 Group Children's Shoes value $18
Through group cooperation, •contribute to the State chairman; and . Sharon
given by the various chapters
•
the chapter can achieve many Scholarship_ Fund by par- Whaley, scholarship
over the state. - 1 Group Purses
chaLMurray High Chapter has goals that as individual ticipating in the Mardi Gras, man.
scheduled numerous activities cannot.
February 25 at MHS.They will
The 1977-78 officers-for
for the week including spot _Teen-age_ members and furnish cakes and operate the Calloway County High School
radio announcements, news *Adis can - work together, .cake walk booth. Chairman of FHA Chapter this year inarticles,, proclamation _an- each gaining from the other. this event is Lisa Wallin.
clude:Tena
Eldridge,
10% Discount On All
nouncing FHA Week with the
The.FHA Scholarship Fund
tfie 1977-78 officers for the president; Charlotte Coursey,
Merchondse Not Already
mayor and Danna Shipley, has been sponsored each year Murray High FHA Chapter first-vice president; Joy
president of the MHS Chapter, since 1949. At the State this year iuclude: Danna KelsO, second vice
On Sale
president;
s and Tena Eldridge, president meeting in April 1977, the Shipley, president; Delaine Sharon Walker, secretary;
of the Calloway County High
Jane Greer, treasurer; Linda
School,Chapter. Also, as part
'NW
- . olszniztwF/dav Night
MCCuiston, reporter; 'Jackie
of the week special valentines
Miller, historian; Dawn Sledd,__
were sent to the homes of
- parliamentarian;
Karon
5 10 Main — Murray, Ky.
senior citizens on February 14.
Walker, song leader; Susan
„ They have also chosen
Byars,. recreational leader;
valentine sweethearts at
Pam Sills, devotional leader.
Frances Drake •
Westview Nursing Home and
FOR FRIDAY,FEBRUARY 17, MA
special valentine gifts were
door decorations to make each
What kind of day will
AQuARIUS
••4011••••••••••••••
•4t0100 Oils SO Ogg
resident's day a little brighter. tomorrow be'' To find out what
Jan. 21 to Feb. 191
You should have new amCalloway County High the stars say, read the forecast
bition and incentive under day's
Chapter planned activities given for your birth Sign.
excellent influences. An
interpret FHA and promote
unexpected business tranAR1E$
interest in FHA as -to-ensaction could prove highly
Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
courage members to attend
profitable.
A fruitful day indicated, but
the church of their choice, your returns may not be quite
PISCES
•
Feb.'20 to Mar. 20) XCZ
carry out an activity as a good as great as you expect. Remain
la lox Meadows,South 16th Sect
•
composed
Not
and
ready
much
to
shift
to
a
planetary help
"family member, to help
lower
gear
in
here,
expectations
so
day is practically your •
—
elderly people in the comfor the present at least.
own to mold. Try to conclude
munity, dress up in the colors
•
- long-term. agreement., if any
of FHA, observe teacher TAuRCS
•
are
To Make Room For New Stock
pending:
Stars
are
generous
(Apr. 21 to May 21)
tIp•
appreciation_ day, and-,do a
_in
,that
respect.
•
Airrr
for 'early
accommunity service.
complishment, planneci in your
As part of their riatidnal. usual orderly fashion, but do not
YOU BORN TODAY are
endowed with many fine traits
Impact Project they have . reject the novel or the unwhich can lead to a most succhosen to prepare emergency familiar without due. concessful life - notably, a
layettes for possible future sideration.
magnetic personality, ',out-GEMINI
disaster victims.
4 Pk knitting and Crochet 1 urns t-in Colors 7',
standing integrity, sound Sense
(May
22
to
June
21)
Membership
apis
and the ability to put good ideas • Chooseframe
You will now face competition
proximately 448,014 in-11,8
over the top. You can add the
— expected and unexpected.
,-'(.vats & Clark Art. C. 205 - skein Rug Yarn (21 Colors To Choom,
chapters in_the_thaited__States, You-usually relish a-ehatlenge,
toiith that makes the ordinary
41 From)
Jundertaking sparkle, start
the District of Columbia, but be careful not to under- or
unique enterprises with a vim • w. Metallic Yarn overestimate opponents..-,...
Gold or Sdrer Daisy If Orders po Swift. Crt.wei &
-'that enthuses all about you. Yon:-! •
CANCER
Needlepoint
kits
so
•tiome
extraordinary
ability
sales
Latch Hook Painted Canvas
have
HOSPITAL NEWS
) June22 to July 23i ISO , and, with a flair for the •
Purse Handles fro Transfers ,,'Some Crochet Hooks v. -lido A- liarfro
The cool-headed approach in
dramatic, could succeed as an •
all matters will bring better
danger Cloth For Crass Stitch Ern broiden
%tom Niter?, Moles Aentertainer, writer or, in the
results than the driving one.
2-7-78
lawyer.
field,
a
legal
trial
as
Leaflets
Your fine skills and talents are
Birthdate of: Red Barber,
Adults 131
due for recognition soon.
sportscaster, Hal Holbrook,
Nursery 5
LEO
actor; Jim Brown, ex-football
NEWBORN ADMISSION
July 24 to Aug. 23)
player, actor.
Baby Boy Widoughby
This day may be described as
(Mother Peggy), Rt. 8, a duel between promise and
performance. The effort exMurray.
• •
pended and the direction taken
DISMISSALS
will
be
the
deciding
factors
Mrs. Patricia Whelan and
Think before acting!
Baby Boy, Route 1, Clinton,
*
VIRGO
Stephen J. Williams, 1702
/al P
*
( Aug. 24 to Sept. 23, nP
1"111.
College Farm Rd., Murray, A broad new concept of your
David E. Downey, Route 8, job is in the making, which you
Murray, Miss Frankie Jeanne should strive to understand.
Carroll, 1809 Cherrie Lane Consultation with persons who
Murray, Mrs. Deborah Kay have bright, workable ideas
Grogan, Route 3, Murray, could help change your
strategies.
Mrs. Evelyn E. Jordon, Box
118, Hardin, Frank Adams, LIBRA
)Sept. 24 to Oct. 231 .11.“
—
Box 105, Hamlin, Orvin
Care needed in travel,
Hutson, Box 123, Murray, Mrs. finances and job matters.
Deborah L. Stogner, Route 7, There's a tendency toward
Murray, Mrs. Mary Roseman, carelessness which could lead
•
Route 1, Farmington, Mrs. to needless errors
Lynn G. Robinson, Route 2, SCORPIO
Murray, C. V. Lewis, Route 8, )Oct. 24 to Nov. 22
Murray, Billy Ray Powell, Demonstrate your abilities in
•
'Route 3, Puryear, Tn., a tactful manner, bearing in
mind that some may
see eye
Christopher Norsworthy, 1616 to eye with you. In thenot
long run,
Miller, Murray, Mrs. Mary L. however, they WILL come
Smith, Route 1, Hazel, Mrs. around to your point of view
Mavis McCreery, Route 5, SAGITTARIUS
Murray, Mrs. Jeanette L. Nov. 23 to Dec. 211 le
King, Fern Terrace Lodge, Present influences indicate
some obstacles
not inMurray, Mrs. Almeda Ed- surmountable, but— annoying
wards, 607 Olive, Murray, unless you retain-your sense of
Mrs. Minnie P. Powell, Fern humor — AND patience.
CAPRICORN
Terrace Lodge, Murray.
Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) vat ATI
Anchor to a well-organized
ADD BUTTER
When cooking pasta, add program. Do not expose
yourself to needless precarious
just a bit of butter to the action,
or make foolish comboiling, salted water. It helps promises, to be
later regretted.
to keep the pasta separated. Heads up!

TRgirw,rmirs

•

-—
;• ,CHAPTER VALENTINE QUEEN—The Gamma Gamma
Chapter of Beta Sigma Phi has selected Mrs. Linda
Rogers as their 1978 Valentine Queen. She is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. T. G. Shelton of Murray. She
and her husband, Andy, and their two children, Lori,
age eight, and Greg age eleven, reside on Southl6th
Street. She works part time at the Murray State University Bookstore and attends the memorial Baptist Church. Her hobbies include macrame and camping and
she and her family are members of the Twin Lakers
Good Sam Camping Club. Mrs. Rogers has been a very
active member of Beta Sigma Phi for six years, has served in several offices including president and vicepresident, and is currently serving as corresponding
secretary. She has also received several previous
honors including Girl of the Year award.She is also serving as vice-president of the Murray Middle School
Parent-Teacher Organization. Ms. Rogers and her
husband were the guests of honor at a chapter dinner
*t Park Terrace-Restaurant, Fulton, on Feb. 11.
1d4PO4IrC=D4
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407 Poplar — 1534100

Will Bo Closed
For Vacation
Feb. 16th through Feb. 19th
We will be open as usual Monday,Fob. 20th.
Thank You
Art I Barbara Jewell

At Littleton's
& 18th
Friday 9:30-8:00.
Saturday 9:30-5:00
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Pots
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Whet A line-141
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714,9 30 -4- 2.30 Sun.
THIS MOVIE
IS TOTALLY
OUT OF
CONTROL
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Cessie,
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Ends Tonite"Close Encounters"
- )iii5j
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price

1 Group

Briefs

Lingerie

Held Over
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Price
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KK HARD DREYFUS
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MARSHA MASON
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1:Mte: COMMUNITY
CALENDAR

.

o2-os-n
Adults -126 —
Nursery 5
Newborn Admissions
Baby Boy Stuber (Melinda
Rt. 6, Paducah.
Dismissals
Venice Shelton, Fern
Terrace Ldg., Murray, Mrs.
Donna K. Cross and Baby,
Girl, Rt. 2, Calvert City, Joe
Pat Witherspoon, 1101 Math
Mrs. Sharon G. Gossum and St., Murray, Mrs. Helen C.
•
•
glika
lI
Baby Boy, Rt. 9, Benton, Miss. Parrish, Rt. 1, Dexter, Mrs. •
Vidde, S. McCormick, 315 Sarah L. Bryan,Box V,Lynn
Being a disabled veteran
Hester Hall, MSU, Marvin%C. Grove Rd.,' Murray, Mrs:
wasn't going to stop me.
Glazer, 100 S. 13th., Murray, Marie W. Wyatt, Rt. 8, VI
Miss Jean Colson, Rt. 4, Murray, Mrs. Margaret E.
I wanted to be a jet mechanic,
Murray, Miss Rebecca A. Tharp, 2205 Coldwater Rd.,
but they said I couldn't do it
Dublin, 203 So. 12th., Murray, Murray, Miss Cynthia F
. .1 knew I cou_
James W. Barnhill, Rt. 3, Garland,800 N. 18th., Murray,
Paris, Tn., Mrs. Elaine E. Mrs. Lera A. Anderson, 621 N.
\
Therton, P.O. Box 871, 4th., Murray, Mrs. Mary M.
Murray, Mrs. Carolyn—Lri- Rogers, no Irvan Ave.,
:11
Crass, Gen. Del., Kirksey, Murray, Mrs. Lydia V. Foster,
Sean Sorenson, 745 So. Miller Rt. 1, Hazel, Miss Laura -L.•
St., Lakewood, Colo., Mrs. Rogers, Rt. 1, Murray, Robert
Clotille Barmen, Et
Far- 0. Cathie, Rt.L.Farmington,
PIA•••rr Servoce Message Veterans EmployMent SOrviCe Li S tY•pertment OIL 500r
mington, Fred L Carroll, 502 -FreeArwoo lf.-Crouch, Rt. 7,
Blair, Murray, Jamee H.. Murray, Jack W. Adkisson
Burkeen, Rt. 1, Dexter.
(Expired), flt. 6, Murray.

02-05-78
Thursday, February 11
Friday,February 17
Shopping for Senior Citizens' Adults 115
Baptist Young Women of
Nursery 4
first Baptist Church will meet will be from 9:30 a. m. to noon
with Rebecca- Cunninghani at on nonh side and dovmtovni,
• Newborn Admissions
and from one to 3:30 p.m. for
seven p.m.
Baby Boy Kell ('harlotte),
southside and downtown. For
Rt. 2, Murray, Baby Boy
Xi Alpha Delta Chapter of transportation call 753-0929 by
Whelan (Patricia), Rt. 1,
beta Sigma Phi will have a nine a. m. for morning
Clinton.
dinner,at DeVanti's at seven shopping and by 11:30 a. m.
.for afternoon shopping.
p.m."
Dismissals
Saturday,February 18
Murray B usss and
:Kentucky
Ragtime
Professional ,‘
Club
Weekend will continue at
RNA Cr
Aturrtx -Kenlake State Resort Park
Woman's Club House at 6:30
with workshops and programs
all day and a concert at night.
Hazel Woman's Club will
Good Citizen's luncheon by
Oleet'at the Hazel Community
the Captain Wendell Oury
Center at seven p.m.
Chapter of the DAR will be
held at noon at the Murray
Temple Hill Chapter No. 5,11
--Eirder-ofthe--Eastern Star will Wgzaaa's.C
_ .lub House.
meet ,at_the lodge_ htll at 7:30,
chapter M of PEO will have
p.m
• -its Founders Day program at
Murray Women of the _twelve noon at the Triangle
-- Moose will meet at eightp.m. Inn
_at the bi_V9s
-Boat show by Happy
Holiday Travel, Inc., will
...,,,„.,
---1
-.*°41-77414-/-7et---71"-PtS14
—it West Kentucky
Will "dye Livestock
and Exposition
book study at the Memorial
Center from four to ten p. m.
Baptizt QttLirizgit
with a potluck supper to be
Band Festival will continue
served- at ata-P'
'li
a
t-MtUTItyState University.

•

,
Friday,February 17
Dr. James McKeever,
PADUCAH PATIENT
assistant professor of music at Charles Evett of Kirksey
has.
Murray State, will present a been dismissed from
Lourdes
piano recital at the Recital Hospital,Paducah.
'Hall Annex of thePrice-Doyie•1•-•••-Fine Arts Center, MSU.
_
H.A414101(0/10}76
Special screening clinic for.
hyliertensiOn (high bloodc. Mrs. Ruth Daughaday of
pressure) will be held at the Murray • bas been dismissed
Celloway County Health from Lourdes Hospital,
rlilot
op
froin eight a.m. Paducah. She sustained a
broken leg from a fall on the
Ice on Feb.4.
Twin Leiters Good Sam
Camping Club will have a
dinner meeting at the Seven
Seas-Restaurant-at seven p.m.
with J. B. and Jo Burkeen and
C,,and--Dot---Jones _as
wagorunasters.

=

COOKING
IS FUN

ay CIECILY BROWNSTONE
Associated Press Food Editor
COMPANY LUNCH
Broccoli Egg Aspic
Hot Rolls
Cheese
Fruit Sherbet
Iced Tea
BROCCOLI EGG ASPIC
I envelope unflavored
gelatin
10L2 ounce can consomme,
undiluted
6 cooked broccoli flowerets
3,4 cup mayonnaise
2 hard-cooked eggs, sieved
2 cups cooked diced
broecoli
Soften gelatin in V. cup of the
cold consomme. Heat the remaining consomme until very
hot--iiiird-add to the gelatin mixture; 'stir -until gelatin dissolves. Arrange the broccoli
flowerets in a 5-cup mold; carefully pour in al cup of the gelstin mixture. Chill until almost
firm. Chill the remaining gelatin mixture until the consistency of unbeaten egg
whites; fold in.the mayonnaise,
sieved eggs and diced broccoli.
Carefully spoon into the
mold.Ghill until firm. Unmold
at serving time and garnish as
desired. Makes 6 servings.

Happy Holiday
Boat Show will continue at the
West Kentucky Livestock and
Exposition Center from four to
ten p. m.
Band Festival for Kentucky's First District will
continue at Murray State
University Lovett auditorium.

Continues
Ill

$600

All Martex and Pepperell

Sheets

Friday and Saturday

Final Clearance
Foil d

$100to $500
Racks
Spring Items Arriving

BEr
OA

The
YOUTH
SHOP

VET.......

You som unit

Shop Fridays 'til 8:30

I,,,
Ic

Wine Glasses
10%
Collector's Prints
20%(44.
Marble Qyotes & Easles 10%

.64 Ma.

•
•

•
•

.--‘1111111111101101141111114atar Woad, Murray
•

a
a.

'NI Mr

LayAway

Friday and Sabin*.

in TruthDays
C.

C.

Our Final Clearance!
We've slashed prices on our entire
stock of Winter merchandise to make
MOM for new Spring Fashions!
Everything must go regardless of cost!

Coats• Dresses• Shoes• Pantsuits
Sportswear• Robes• Lingerie• Foundations
Jewelry•Gloves• Handbags and Belts!
-

The
Blackford
House

.•I
•
••••••,

SIRICHTS shogndati.s

Corduroy Sets, Sweaters,
Shirts 'A oFF.
While you are in the shop do not overlook the
Potpourris at 99 per package and the brass planter poles at $3.98

•

Fashions For The Young arid Very Young

AND MORE!

1/2

W.° ter

Price & Below

OFF

Sale
Martex Towel Sets

*MIN

•

s":71

Sunday,February 19
Boat Show by Happy
Holiday Travel,Inc., will be at
the West Kentucky Livestock
and Exposition Center from
one to six p. m. For information call 753-8890.
French -bora.-state:FM:.
Harold Oliver, Paducah, will
Rita Reasons Pawlawski,
be held atthe Old Recital Hall, Dyersburg, Tn., will present
a
Price Doyle fifte Arts„Cent!r„.._chwiriet recital at _two
pin,, in
MSU,it 8:15 p.m.
the Old Recital Hall of the
Price Doyle Fine Arts Center,
Band Felltivalfor'Rehtuckr MurraMate University'.
_ First piatrict will be held at
Lovett Auditorlutn, MSU.

Kentucky
Ragtime
Weekend with concert tonight
will be held at Kenlake State
Resort Park.

•

+
1 HOSPITAL NEWS

asso.
•
••,.

Boat Show, sponsored by
Happy.Holiday Travel, Inc., of
Panorama Shores, will open at
the West Kentucky -Livestock
- and Rapaaitien-Qinter. Hours
— will.be four to ten p.m.

•

-.sm.., ••'
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Donna Smith Installed As
Worthy Advisor;Rainbow

•

•

Miss Donna Smith was recorder; Tina George,
installed as worthy advisor of treasurer; Starr Covey, love.
Serving as inginiling ofMurray Assembly No. 19
Order of the Rainbow for Girls ficers were Barbara Windsor,
at the Meeting held Tuesday, worthy advisor; Charlie.
Feb. 7, at -seven p.m. at the Lassiter, chaplain; Linda
Masonic Hall. She was, George, recorder; Lesa
escorted to her station through Rebertsoll,'marshal', Renee
a honor guard composed of McDougal, musician.
The newly installed worthy
Gerald P. Smith; Sam Kelley,
Pete Farley,Jerry Starks,Joe_ Advisor. Miss_ Smith
'thanked
these who helped her - attain
Lasater, and Henry Sigrid.
Other officers installed were the highest office the
Vickey Weatherford, worthy assembly can offer. She anassociate advisor; Angie Th-, nounced her theme as "Trust
weatt, faith; Lana Lasater, in The Lord;" her colors as
hope; Deana Seigler, drill blue and white; her emblem,
Sledd, dove; her scripture, Psalms
Rhonda
leader;

Truth Days
_ Sale
Friday & Saturday, Feb.17& 18

1 1
$250.00 Value

$6000

"
$30
$2500
$150.00 Value

$190.00 Value

-

One OPOup
Wool

Famous Nome
Polyester a Linea

_ Slacks
Sweaters
Jackets
14

Sportswear
Pric•

Loss Than

Handbags
Scarves
Jewelry,...
Umbrellas *

Less Thon

WINTER COATS-DRASTICAU.Y REDUCER

Mademoiselle
Ky.
Court Square — Murray,

•

11:1; her song, "Snowbird."
Miss Smith presented gifts
to her installing officers and
introduced her guests.
-Mrs: Sybil Lasater., mother
advisor, presented Miss

Central Shopping Center.
• open- nights
9
Sunday 12:30 to 5:30

Teen Wants To Do Same as Her Peers

4.

By Abigail Van Buren
ocaQokTrobunle t Y r
Chb
c)Ieretr.i, T
for asking
king the mother who
a
B
DEAR ABYs
didn't want her 12-year-old daughter to start shaving- her
legs to please reconsider. You said,"B-ow a girl feels about
herself is very important." You're right, Abby.
I'm 13 and my maher won't let me shave my legs. Just
about every girl in school shaves her legs, and some even
slip behind their mothers' backs to do it.
I don't want to go alminst my mother, but I wish she'd
let me shave. When the kids at school laugh and make fun
of me, I pretend I don't care, but I do. Can you put, in a'-good word for me? HAIRY

ityOu want to shaveyaiir legs beCautie
DEAR
all the other girls do, it's not a good enough reason. But if
you're really"hairy," ask your mother to take a good look
at your legs and to please be reasonable.
, What a pfty that when a girl reaches the age where her
legs need-shaving, her mother is at the age where SHE
needs glasses.

Donna Smith
-Worthy Advisor

OPEN 9-5 Fri_ 8 Sat
Fall 8 Winter .

Suits-Dresses
Pantsuits
$7500
$300.00 Value

IwyTAa.i1.-PitiotenvNilingarEaotioatici•Ceinto

George, outgoing worthy
advisor, with a past worthy
DEAR ABBY: May I answer the woman who gets angry
.
advisor's pin from the • and upset when her hulband-"ogles" the-girls? _
She is making a big mistake to criticize him for it.
assembly.
My husband is like hers-only he's 72. He not only
Rhonda
Sledd,
Lana
the girls, he always has. a . compliment for
"ogles"
Lasater,
and
Vickey ' waitresses and checkout girls. No matter what they look
Weatherford were awarded
like, when he tells them they're pretty, they light up like a
for perfect attendance for the
Christmas tree!
year by-Mrs. Lasater, mother
•Why shouldn't men of ant age enjo_y_looking at girls? As
advisor.
Oliver Wendell'Holmes said when someone -.silted him how
The Advisory ii0fird_fcir the • old a man had to be before he stopped looking at girls,
year 1978 was installed. They
• "You'll have to ask somebody older than I am,son. I'm only
are .,,toe Lasater, -Sybil.
MABEL
Lasater, Twila Coleman, Zane
Coleman, Phyllis Rowland,
DEAR MABEL: And as the old vaudeville comics used
Sue _Thweaft, Lola McClain,_.
-to say,-"Awoman is as old as she looks, and .man isn't old
— _
Frances Churchill, Marilyn
until he quits looking."
Weatherford, Max
-Weatherforch and.. Henri
DEAR ABBY:. Whatk_btisiness do YOU have -*telling
Sledd.
people they should telephone the -ho4els twithin-a day or
Also present w,ere Dee . two) to thank her for' a party?
_ When my guest's saY,"Goodnight and thank you," that is
Lamb,Eva Lamb„.Christine
nekt:to have,atelephone--call from
enough for rise. T
Kelley, Brenda Smith, Robert
each guest the following day, rqpeating their "thanks."
Rowland, and Sammy.Kelley.The day after a party I have plenty to do, putting things .
social hour was held after
back and cleaning up the place. I certainly,don't need to
the installation with cake and
spend hours• on the phone receiving repeated thank-yous!
punch being served.
A lot of people take your Word as gospel, Abby, and if
-The. next meeting
YOU'sax it'srrope.r.etionPttiis 11040 sOrnet.bing,.peopWam
held Tuesday; Peb. 21 at the
going to do it. Please take back what you said ebOet
Masonic'Hall. telephoning the hostest.he next day to thank her again.
I had a party Saturday night, and by, Motiday, I had
- ' UORMON MY EAR
CHEESE TO FRUITS Grate bits and pieces of
natural cheese to add to
shredded Swiss_or Cheddar to
make up the amount called for
in the fondue.Serve as a snack
or dessert with fruits. .

DEAR CORN: Forgive me, but I also said, "The
super-gracious guest writes a note, which is lees of an
intrusion than a telephone call."
CONFIDENTIAL TO MY READERS: If you have
• written to the Salvation Army requesting that they try to
locate a missing relative, please be patient and do not
write again. The request, are being processed-as rapidly
as possible.
Getting married? No matter how little you have to spend
or how unconventional your lifestyle, it can be lovely. Send
for Abby's new booklet,"How to Have a Lovely Wedding."
Enclose $1 and a long stamped 124 cents) self-addressed
envelope to Abby: 132 Lasky Dr., Beverly Hills, Calif.
90212.

PHOTO

•

SWEATERS
•

WAII fall, winter, & holiday
sweaters. Reg.- up to 2999

599
•

PANTS

SPECIALS
Sorry We Cannot Accept Credit Cards On Sale Merchandise

.11411101111s:
.

<+
PHOTO BONUS
COUPONS
,
BIG

"Presents, in Honor of George Washington's Birthday, It's"

WM!

•

399
•

SHIRTS

946

wr Great selection of colors &
sizes. Regular to 1599

BIG

ersin 0‘0"01

kiMissy pull on, elastic waist pants. Regular 999

39?

arif- sesi.firts-r.t ;:tivarilek..` Xs,0'Se:

LadiesStyles
Fall

Children's

Reg. $111.99-$35.99
"George's Price"

Reg.$15.99-$21.99
"George's Price"

S. Winter

HANDBAGS

50c OFF

)."Choose from the latest
styles. Reg. up to, 999

On Any 20 Exposure Cac
oit
Dt vFL4Mtlla, PRINTED
11141T OW ROLL MEP WUPON

1,22=131

iN1 *

;44

BIG 41+

SLEEPWEAR
fr" Long & short brushed &-nylon
sleepwear. Reg. to 1399

$69° to

5x7COLORnw
Enlargement

Men's

I.

Roblee & Dexter
Reg.'25.99-43.99
"George's Price"
$10 1

Any 12

7999

BETTER PANTSUITS
voAlways a fashion favorite—
999
pantsuits. Reg,. 5999 to 6999 I

SiEXPOSURE
With TROCaNIX6
;

No 4z-*

$1 99

irr5r1 -010 `X
77bIrlSairs
-4

9

•

Se..."•" 0.P

SPORTSWEAR

rrirz-Nr-amizirEmstircasra
Exposure
Film

"Downtown Muriay It Pays"

44

J7

20 EXPOSURE SLIM
%peril or 5rsu1i• 11146""

1/22=2

PiFull length, genuine
leather coats. Reg. 17999

ti In

3e--. Q., 7APAAPC..{E. • ...IR &RCM:

399

LEATHER COATS

6I91

NA %Di IRON ANY SLIM MI LOLOR NEC AT IV E.
1/WIT t•LARGMENTC PER tOrfav
'riXBIG
15=111grani

Slidc&Movic
Proccssing

399

ROLL

*
4

•

BIG It*

•

sof Famous name brands at great
savings. Reg,--1-699-2992-

)

SCARVES & SHAWLS
Hats & gloves. Regardless of cost!
• ALL 50% OFF!
• gehr's Charts • Illonamoricactl • Motor Charge

Bel-Air Shopping Center
9-9 Mon.-Sat.
1-6 Sun.

Centro!Shopping Center - Murray, Ky.

•

TAait NikA/Poimt,Piar • Eobastict

PAGES THE MURRAY,,., LEDGER &
TIMES, Mowed",tihrserf l,197$

Today In History
11111b
BY TbeAseedsbod Praia
Today is Thursday. Feb. 111, the Oh
day of 1978. There are 313 days left In
the year.- •
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1959, Fidel Castro Was
sworn in as the premier of Cuba.
On this date:
In 1804, a force of American servicemen under Lt. Stephen Decatur
slipped into the North African port of
Tripoli and burned a U.S. frigate which
had been captured by pirates.
In 1846, the first Texas state
legislature met in Austin.
In 1862, during the Civil War, about
15,000 Confederate soldiers surrendered at Fort Donelson in Tennessee.
In 1871, the Franco-Prussian War
ended in a defeat for France,
_
In -1966, the -World Coo0eil .01.
ches urged the United States to halt
bombing in North Vietnam and the
North Vietnamese to stop infiltrating
South Vietnam..
In 1967, 13 American helicopters were
shot down in fighting over South
Vietnam.
Ten years ago: Sen. Robert Kennedy
of New York annoufieed that he would
seek the Democratic nomination for
president.

•

EDITORIAL

New Deal"
For Doctors
President Carter should
shrug off _Those howls of it
dighation he's been hearing and
push ahead with his plan to
change the way medicaleducation is financed in this
country. Carter, in this 1979 budget,
says he wants to cut off direct
federal aid to schools that train
doctors, dentists, nurses,
druggists and other lie,alth
professionals and offer more
Scholarships
-nrid
loan
guarantees to deserving
students instead.
The point is there no longer is
an overall shortage of doctors.
The medical schools are turtling out plenty of them. Where
federal funds are needed now is

•

r_

•

young men and women who will
become highly paid health
professionals clustering in the
affluent suburbs of major
If Congress goes along with
Carter's plan — which is far

from cer-FaUF1-- it Wouldpressure on medical schools to
raise their tuitions, or, in some
cases to seek more money from
the states.
Most important, though, it

would re-emphasize. the public
service aspects of medical
education, which too often get
lost in the scramble by young
doctors to set _u_p a lucrative
Practice in a comfortable place
to live.

"Think he'll EVER let go?"
By M.C. Garrott

to help medicaistudenta wullfng
to serve later in the armed
forces
or
in
medically.

neglected communities.
--The proposal-to cut off direct
federal help to medical schools
is bound to encounter strong
opposition since many of the
_ schools count on the U.S.. aid to

WiliianiProxnure• _Loves
His Job As A U.S. Senator

-

The Editor's
Notebook
By GENE MeCUTCKLEON
Murray Ledger & Times Editor:

There is no question about it: William
regularly are interesting to meet- and - carried all of Wisconsin's 72 counties to
Young Leon Spinks made history last
back to the ropes. Spinks' Round.
Proxmire enjoys being a United States
understand. More of you should have
win re-election to be the Senate in 1970 night when he took the heavyweight
Round Five-Spinks began applying
But it would seem proper to senator.
seen and heard him. The Wisconsin Democrat, who
and again in 1976._ He is in his fourth. boxing crown from Muhammad All.
more pressure than in earlier rounds
— end the use of federal money for - hasn't missed a Senate roll call
term.
+
since •
Ali, who admitted in the dressing
and following one good left All
indiscriminate subsidization of 1967, was on the Murray State campus
Earlier, Proxmire, who has been a
He writes and malls a newsletter
room following the fight that he had staggered back
paterited."phoney,— for a few hours Tuesday night, and he
senator since 1957, spent an hour and a
100.000 constitutents even'
,month, and - underestimated Spinks, says he will
baloney" routine. Midway through the
appeared to love every minute of it.
half slumped in a chair in a corner of
makes frequent trips to his home state,
round All began boxing more
The center section of spacious Lovett
Farouk and Deeann Umar's pretty
talking with his people in super rematCh with the new champion. -The
the younger Spinks but Spinks
. . . Kish . . had a son whose Auditorium was well -filled for his
-home in Gateibciroligh attentively
markets,-shopping centers and-where - only thing in the warof that rematch is
recovered well landing more blows of
name was Saul, a choice young man, scheduled Insight Series lecture, but
fielding questions from some 25
they work. An enthusiastic_ hand- that The World Boxing Coun9i1 says it
his
own. Even.
and a goodly: arib there Was not there were lots of empty seats,
stulients and faculty gathered there for
-shaker, he-has shaken more than three has g ntract, signed by both All and
Round Six
This round began
among the children of Israel a good- reflecting, possibly, the apathy of the
million hands in his day, as many'as Spinks before last night's fight, that
an informal dinner visit with him
with a lot of wild punching from both
the
•
her person than he." I Samuel 9:1-2 community for such events.
before the lecture.
2,000 in a day.
It's a
winner must meet Ken Norton without
fighters and the more experienced All
'
What we are is God's gift to us;. shame, too, because people, like the
He had come to Murray from New
- Only recently, he worked for a day on any intervening fight.
was the one who seemed to be landing
what, ,̀M,b_Cion--tr.--..0-00.it_iii
senator who come to ttie --camptel --)1 Orleans where ha, had spoken_ at the
a gakbage truck in ew York to earn
Even though the judges' scores on the
more solid blows. But Spinks countered
Tulane Law School. From here, he Was
first-hand the Collectors'
nuitth were a little closer than'ourown'. ----Well- And overcame Anil-rope-a-dope
going to Wichita, Kan., by Way of St.
another occasion-he worked a day in a we felt the decision went- the way it
tactics. Spinks' Roan&
Louis for an appearance last night, and
foundry_ in Fond du Lac,-Wisc., for the should have, in spite of it being a split
Round Seven - Spinks showed early
tonight he is in Houston, Tex., before
same reason. You can get a lot of grass decision.
signs of tiring but came back strong in
heading back to his Washington office.
roots feeling like that, -he said. The
Here's the way we scored it:
the latter part of --the round. Both
It was quickly apparent that the
young heads nodded agreement.
Round One -Spinks punching quite a
fighters connected with some good jabs
senator wasn't trying to impress
Asked to comment on the recent news bit but not landing many solid ,blows on
but All seemed more in control and
Johnny Carson oi -anyone else with his
that at least 40 congressman will not the heavier All. All covered his face
making better Contact. All's Round.
By Ken Wolf
style of dress. His brown suit was
seek re-election because they have while leaning on the ropes much of the
alternatives. Why not extend the use of
( If you're keeping up we had it three
As a parent, I wish to argue simply
rumpled from cramped hours in airline
become disenchanted with life and round with the exception of a few spurts
staggered opening times to those days
for Spinks, one for All and three even at
that our local, city schools should be
seats, and his black shoes didn't match
when buses cannot run and parents
work in the Congress, he replied by of dancing. Spinks' Round.
this point.)
open-snow or no snow, buses or no
the suit. Against the 29-degree weather
wish to avoid traffic jams near schools?
strongly emphasizing that he considers
Round Two - Ali came out pawing
Round Eight - Spinks came back
buses-whenever our stores, shops and
he was wearing a waist-length, brown
How about allowing parents to drop
his Senate seat "a marvelous job."
and
jawing
but
strong
neither
fighter
after looking tired in the early
was
factories are open.
leather, fleece lined jacket. He wore no
children off at school at 8 a. m.-or
"I would rather be a member of the accomplishing very much. Spinks was
going. Spinks' Round.
For a total of no more than three
hat.
between 8 and 9:30 on "non-bus"
United States Senate than to have any able to force Ali to the ropes a couple of
Round Nine - Spinks still looked
working days during January, some
mornings?
++
other job I know of," he said. "Sure,it's times but All avoided any damage.
tired but was able to get in some strong
Murray businesses and industries were
In addition to stressing the safety
a job that put a strain on family Even.
jabs. All meanwhile, went more on the
forced to close or work shorter hours
While balancing his dinner plate on
factor as an explanation for school
relations, and often your con: titutents
Round Three- All was dancing more
offensive and his strong leads gave him
due to snow-related problems. During
his knees and formulating his replies
closings, Murray school officials have
seem harsh and unfair, but sea sin both but was still covering his face in
several good punches to Spinks' body.
this same period, from January 12 to
between bites, he answered a steady
noted that our school system loses state
the Senate and the House alwa 7s will be defense. Spinks was able to avoid a
All's Round.
February 2, the Murray Independent
barrage of question's in such areas as
funds when average daily attendance is
jobs people aspire to."
brief All flurry but again, neither
Round Ten
Both fighters came out
Schools were closed for a total of
the coal strike, women's lib, federal aid
low.
There is no doubt that he relishes his, fighter outscored the other. Even.
with a flurry but Spinks hugged the
fourteen working days.
While this is certainly an important for students, Social Security and the
and one of the most enjoyable aspects it
Round Four - All stayed in his
ropes for the next minute and a half,
This is excessive and unnecessary
consideration, school officials have arms race with Russia.
opportunities he has to defensive position while Spinks conaffords
is
the
absocbing several All blows. Spinks
"down time," detrimental to the
On the personal side, he laughingly
assumed that attendance figures would
meet face to face with people - be it at tinued to throw strong but ineffectual
began fighting back late in the round
education of our children. Further, the
drop close to the feared 80 per cent discussed his famous physical fitness
home in Wisconsin or on campuses like punches. Ali went on the attack at one
but not enough to overcome points.
argument advanced by school officials,
mark if they opened school on those program. He runs five miles a day, and
Murray State. He loves it.
point but Spinks quickly drove him
scored earlier by All. All's Round.
that the safety of the children required
days when buses could not run. In fact, has since 1967. His book, "You Can Do
Round Eleven - Both fighters
these closings, is not persuasive for
on one of the few days last month when ----ft," urges us all to do the-same:"I used
lookinvfor_ an opening for the good-several reasons.
schools did open without bus service, to walk a mile and a half and then catch
punch but All remained in control with
First, while the safety of the children
attendance was reported to be near the
the bus," he said. -Then one day I
excellent footwork. A couple of flurries
might mean that buses should not run
88 per cent figure.
decided to walk all the way. I beat the
saw both fighters landing jabs but Ah
on unsafe streets, you do not need buses
Besides, is the loss of some state
bus. That's when I started running.- He
came out on top. All's Round.
In order to have school. If the streets
money more important than the loss of looks like a dedicated jogger, too Round Twelve - All really began
are too slick for safe operation of buses,
continuity in a child's education caused
about 5' 10', trim as a rail and weighing
Gaylord Forrest, coordinator, was working this round, looking for a spot to
W. D. McCuiston, William E. Hendon,
it is my duty as a parent to see that my
by being out of school for over a week at about 145 pounds.
Dan Shipley, Paul Blalock, Otley White,
inspected yesterday by state and put away Spinks. Spinks was defensing
child gets to school. I can drive them,
+
a time?
reasonably well but Ali was landing
national mental health officials.
Perry D. Harrison, and Max Oliver are
arrange for transportation with a
Are Murray school officials
Deaths reported include Mrs. Berry blows to the body and head. All's
dairy farmers in Calloway County who
neighbor or let them walk to the nearest
It was his "Golden Fleece Award,"
needlessly fearful of alienating those
Round.
Bowen.
have been cited by the Kentucky
cleared street for a bus ride.
however, that he seemed to enjoy
few parents who do expect door-to-door
(For you scorekeepers, we've now
Kay
Paschall
was
Artificial
crowned
The only reason many children were
"Miss
Breeding
Association
for
talking about the most. This he gives
service for their children? Are they too
got
it five for Alijpox_ for Spinks and
Puryear"
at
the
Puryear High School
superior accomplishments to the state
not in school on many January days
distrustful of the vast majority of every month to the government agency
pageant. Her attendants were three even.
daily
was simply that the school buildings
herd
production.
which he feels is doing the most
parents who would get our children to
Round Thirteen - Ali seemed to
Rosemary Wade and Becky Ealey.
The Mental Health Center in Murray,
were closed.
school-if only the schools were open?. flagrant job of wasteing taxpayers'
relax while Spinks began going back
a part of the Western Kentucky
Dr.
Castle
Parker
showed
Second, if it is unsafe for our children
slides
and
money in senseless grants and spenAre many of us parents who want
spoke of his work in Puerto Rico at the onto the offensive. Spinks was
Regional Mental Health and Mental
to ride or walk to school on icy streets,
schools open more often remiss in not ding. His February award is being
Sweetheart banquet held by groups of decidedly in control of the round.
how safe is it for these same children to
Retardation
Advisory
Board,
Capt.
making our views known to Superin- announced today from his Washingto
Spinks' Round.
•
the Hazel Baprist Church on Feb. 13.
be walking, running or driving around
office. He politely declined Tuesday to
tendent Jeffrey or to members of the
Round Fourteen -- Spinks chased All
town on these same "snow days"? Most
tell us what it will be.
School Board?
into the ropes landing several good left
Murray children spent far more time on
The one for January went to the Law
All these are questions for all of us to
jabs and an occasional strong right
unsafe streets on "snow days" than
ponder before our next snow season. A Enforcement Assistance
A course in Personal and Home lead. All delivered a flurry of punches
About four inches of snow - fell
they would have if the schools had been
Administration for the two million
recent survey in this Forum suggested
was organized the second in the final seconds but Spinks already
Living
yesterday
Calloway
Murray
and
in
open. Are trips to basketball games-or
that the vast majority of Murrayans dollars it spent trying to develop a
semester at the Murray Training had the round in the bag. Spinks'
County. A low of 12 degrees was
to the lake-any safer than trips to our
crime prevention and detection
think our schools are doing a very good
School with 25 eighth grade boys Round.
reported by weather officials.
school buildings?
automobile, equipped with every kind
job educating our children. If this is
Round Fifteen -Both fighters were
enrolled. Miss Inez Haile, home
Deaths reported include Bowden
Third, the argument that the safety of
of electronic gadget known to man.
true, isn't that education worth enough
visibly
'inteacher,
the
is
critic
economics
tired and
Swann,
seemed to sense
age
86.
our children demands the closing of
for us to make some sacrifices to get "Why," he exclaimed, "there was't
that the only way he could win would be
structor.
Woodmen Circle Grove 126 of Murray
schools when there is snow or ice on the
even room for a driver!" The project
our children to school?
Births reported from Feb. 12 to 14 at with a knockout punch. Ali tried to put
won first place in the state in the
roads ignores other, equally safe,
has since been scrapped.
Buses are nice; schools are
the Murray Hospital include a boy to 'Spinks away early but Spinks again
Outstanding Grove contest for 1957,
Another had gone to the Institute of
necessary!
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Doron,a girl to Mr. came back and landed a couple of
according to word received by Genora
Miiiray Ledger & Times
Alcohol abuse for its $194,000 study to
Safety and state funds are important;
and Mrs. John Richard Imes, and a girl damaging punches himself. Ali had an
Hamlett, president of the Murray
so is the best possible education for our determine if sunfish who drink tequila.
_
opportunity to put Spinks away later in
to Mr. and Mrs. Charles B. Stark.
Grove. _
Walter L Apperson
Publisher ..
children.
the firey Mexican drink made from
the round but couldn't seem to muster
R Gene McCutcheon
F,ditor
.
EDITOR'S
mescal, are more aggressive than
NOTE: Murray School
The Murray Ledger & runes is published
enough energy to deliver the necessary
every afternoon except Sundays. July 4, (hristSuperintendent Robert Glin Jeffrey and sunfish who had been given gin.
blows. In the final few seconds, Spinks
TALI Day, New Year's Day and Thankmiving by
He called that one his favorite, but, it
School Board Chairman Donald Henry
Murray Newspapers, Inc., 103 N 4th St .
landed some blows that had a
Murray, Ky. 4207L Second Class Postage Paid at
being Valentine's Day, he couldn't
were contacted during the preparation
noticeable effect on All. Spinks' Round.
Murray,Ky.42071.
of this article. While not wishing to resist reference to the one the given the
SUBSCRIPTION RATES - In areas served by
FINAL TALLEY-- Spinks 7, All 5,
Kentucky Commissioner of Highways
300 farmers and veterans at Murray
carriers, $2.50 per month, payable in advance
respond to or comment on its contents. National Science Foundation for a
By mail in Calloway County and to Benton, HarGarrett L. Withers has ordered truck
State College on Feb. 13. His subject Even 3.
they indicated that they are very in- $98,000 grant to find out why people fall
din, Mayfield, Sedalia and Farmington, Ky., and
load limits on seven local state roads
was "The Commodity Outlook for
Paris. Buchanan and Puryear. Tn , $17 50 per
in love. "I don't even want to know!" he
terested
in knowing the feeling of
year By mail to other destinations. 032 50 per
because of the "weakened condition
1948."
laughed.
Murray
"That's
parents
the
beautiful
on
question
one
of
year.
of the
brought on by ice and snow" of the last
Member of Associated Press. Kentucky Press
mysteries of life. Let's keep it that few days.
school closings on snow days. ComMrs. Charlie Crawford presented the
Amodation and Sotthern Newspaper Publishers
way." . •
ments on this question should be
lesson on, "Finishing Details of A
AssocLation
When I was a boy I knew that the
Taylor,
include
Conn
Deaths
reported
The Aasociated Press is exclusively entitled to
Be brought a roar of laughter from
directed to these-gentlemen or to the
Dress" at the meeting of the North stinkingest
republish local news originated by The Murray
age 87.
mad in'town was one who
Local Issues Editors, •Department of his audience whim he touched on sit!!
Murray Homemakers Club held at the took
Ledger& Times its well as all other AP news
"Prices of agricultural commodities
candy away from a kid. Times
TELEPHONE NUMBERS
History, Murray State UniversitY, l'ilothar, a $27,000 study to determine
home of Mrs. Fred Gimtles.
753-19k
Business Office .
have changed. The unforgivable today
may drop some in 1948, but this is not
Murray, Ky. 42071. Letters to the Editor "why inmates was to escape prison
753-1916
Classified Advertising
In high school basketball the Hazel is committed
the
tailspin,"
beginning
said
the
G.
of
by the skunk who turns on
7531919
Retail Display I Advertising
are encouraged and should be sent to:
Lions beat Sedalia Lions in a double pro football
+f+
753-1910
Circulation
P. Summers, field agent in marketing
when
junior and his sisters
A hard-driving campaigneF, Pros-- '
The Editor, Murray Ledger & Times,P.
753-1911
overtime at Hazel. Bailey was high for are
News and Sports Dept
from the College of Agriculture at the
watching "Captain Kangaroo" or mire keeps close to his people. lie
O.Sox 32, Murray, Ky. 42071.)
Hazel and Jetton for Sedalia.
University of Kentucky at a meeting of
"Zoom" `
•
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•

•

Thought for today: One wrong does
not justify another-legal maxim.

balance their budgets.

Bible Thought
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Senale
- Committee Stans_Bottle Bill

"If we make an
error on your,
taxes, we pay
the penalty. And
the interest."

Bottling and btverage
FRANKFORT, Ky.!AP) — presiding officer, ruled that it said. It would reduce litter,
Legislation that would have could not be done, and Berry's save energy and conserve manufacturing interests were
banned-- --all- disposable - appealsif hgliklipg faded by,a .natura.l re4soursss, „he con- represented by John A.
'Briggs; - a former natural
tended.
beverage containers in vote of 19-17.
entuc.lcy has been defeated in • • Berry said he would try-to , Peyton Hogue, president of resources official from the
a Senate committee, but the find some other way to revive the ,Kentucky Municipal state of Washington, now a
League and the mayor of
sponsor may make another the so-called "bottle bill."
Supporters of the measure Anchorage, said the measure e°B
nsrigt4n
ulgs Curged the Senate
attempt to revive the
held a brief rally in the Capitol would save taxpayers' money committee not to approve the
measure.
• The proposal was defeated rotunda before the meeting, ,hy cutting the cost of cleaning bottle bill, but to focus instead
Henry W Block
on another measure, House
Wednesday -by the Senate and packed the Senate up litter.
ll&R Block doesn't make
Committee on Judiciary- galleries for the discussion.
He said bottling companies Bill 253, which he said would
iikuly mistakes. Our people
Statutes, despite a strong Lobbyists for special interest are passing along higher costs addresss the entire litter
are trained not to. But if we
show . of public support,.The groups opposing rhe measure of disposable bottle to problem by educating peoo.
t
should make an error that
not to litter.
'
ote.un Senate,BiL1141 WU 3-3. alio lined the 8ities of theLennsiimers.
wsts you additional tax, you
chamber.
said_ the bottle bill is a
Suppurtfor the hill was also
pay only the tax. Block pays
Similar legislation was expressed by renresentatiVes -form - of litter condonement,
any penalty and interest. We
The sponsor, Sen. John
stand behind our work. That's
Berry, D-New Castle, later defeated in previous sessions of the Kentucky League of because itwould allow people
Reason No. 14 why H&R
asked the Senate to adopt the by powerful business and Women Voters, the Kentucky to do wEat they want with the
Block should do your taxes.
minority report of the com- labor interests.
Farm Bureau, conservation containers after paying a
The measure would require groups and the Kentucky depdsit. He said throwaway
mittee, in order to force a floor
If YOU LIVE IN MURRAY,a pretty young lady well knock on your door Sunday, Feb.
a mandatory deposit on all Student
vote.
Government bottles and cans represent
19, seeking a contribution to the.Heart Fund. The day has been designated as "Heart
THE INCOME TAX PEOPLk
only 20 to 2.5 percent of all
1.t. Gov Thelma Stovall, the beverage containers, Berry Association.
Sunday," and scores of the sorority members at Mittray_5tate University wil be_sanlitter:
vassing the Murray area in the interest of the campaign. The Heart Sunday chairman is
Russell Mootgomery, a
Martha
MdOnney,left, president oldie Panhellenic Council and a senior from Murray,
. bottler and chairman of the shown: cristnbutkg materiall-to. representatives from some of the sororities on the
Kentucky
Soft " Drink
753-9204
campus. Left to right from her left are Joan Russell,sophomore, Dawson Springs Jana
Asvciation, said his group
OFFICE HOURS:
Jones,
senior,
Murray;
friss Kuhn, sophomore, CentraKa, IR.; Debbie Wyatt, junior,.
9 am to6 pm Weekdays
supports the other litter bill,
•
9run tab pin Sat.
6,1ayfiel4 and Kim Schweinfurth,sophomore,Henderson.
which would include an
assessment of manufacturers
or distributors of products
most likely to become litter, to
go into a special antilitter
fund. That measure has been
This Week Win
referred to the House
Applopi ietioos and Revenue
Committee.
Other opponents of the
Bottle Bill included the
• To give you a great deal on
Kentucky AFL-CIO, the
any new '78 MERCURY
Kentucky
Chamber
of
OUTBOAR
p!
.
Commerce, the Kentucky
Retail Sales Federation, and
Oiffy Pot Never Less Than $100.00)
•To get you a customized MERC
the Kentucky Wholesale
FRANKFORT, Ky.( AP) —
BOATING BAG—FREE—just
Have you had your
Dealers Association.
A House committee has voted
•Yotiog a_gainst.tbe bill were
for
checking out the deals!
card punched
Sens. Kelsey Friend, D. --oiTer the-objections of psychologists in favor of licensing
this week??
Pikeville, Don Johnson, D• And to give you FREE
and Gus Sheehan,D-- most counselors in -Kentucky.
MERCURY QUICKSILVER
The Health and Welfare
Covington. Sen. Jim HamACCESSORIES after you've
/nand, D:prestonsburg;
caupattee viteci 14-1 Wedfavor
made
nesday
•
of
your best cleat!,
in
House
Bill
not vote.
•
162, iponsoreciby Rep. Jody
Voting for the Bottle Bill
Richards, 11)-Bowling Green.
_ S.12th Street
were coinmijtee _chairman
Mike
Moloney,
.
D-Inexington,- - •RI-chards-told the panel that
.
Murray
"
$25
wOrfth
under the - present law,
and Sens. Doug Mosely, RAccessories with any
PURCHASE NECESSARY
Colurubla.and LoWell.Hughel, .:anyone without the proper
•
education and training can put
D-Ashland.
. up a shingle and offer himsejt"
4 to 40 hp & three electric Thruster models.
to the public as a counselor."
--We need this bill to prdtect
$5000 worth
the public," Richards said.
Under the proposal, a board
Accessories with any
of examiners in counseling
Aoul$1.1k established to license
regulate Counselors in private practice. Some profesuonal counselors, such as
-tiose employed in the public
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The five-member board,
Would be authorized to set fees
for certificates and licenses
and to draw up a code of ethics
for counselors.
A counselor's license would
require a doctoral degree and
two years of experience in addition to a passing score on the
exam. A certificate could be
obtained with a master's degree and no experience.
The measure also would include counselors among those
professions entitled to exercise
comprivileged
munication with patients
clients.

\WTI.

Sotisfectioe Guarantees!
or

I n the
sour purchase price ull;tke refunded

use Of these coatings

Saveeagat
Mello-Moe, washable
latex wallpaint
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Accessories with any BLACK

exempt

Dr. Stanley Brumfield; a
counseling instructor at Western Kentucky University, told
the committee that Kentucky's colleges are educating
counselors who can't find jobs
because they are not licensed.
"The state is providing
money to train these people,
yet they're denied employment in state agencies,"
Brumfield said.
But psychologists told the
committee the measure would
in effect merely set up a statesanctioned guild for counselors.
'We agree with the intent of
the legislation, but we feel it is
an attempt to create jobs and
not to protect the public," said
Dr. J.E. Willett, president of
the Kentucky Psychologists
Association.
Dr. Dwight Alvershein, a
University of Kentucky psychologist and a counseling instructor, said the bill would
create problems because the
functions of counselors and
psychologists often overlap.

MAXPOWER OUTBOARD
1 5010 200 np

Hurry over to your nearest Mercury Outboard
Dealer fast —and hell arrange for Mercury to
send you a FREE customized Merc Boating
Bag lust for checking out the deals on the new
78 Mercury Outboards
And if you like what you see and buy (anytime
before Mater,31 1979). yoult not only geta
great deal on the outboard. you II get between
$25 00 and 5100 00 worth of famous Mercury
Quicksilver Accessories FREE'
Check out a full line of dependable
outboard power.

FishPower

SO flurry Your Mercury Outboard deaiet nas
right now) Reserve your FREE
the power
customized Merc Boating Bag lust for looking—and take
advantage of the FREE Mercury Quicksilver
Accessories otter after you make your best deal

HERE'S HOW TO GET YOUR FREE CUSTOMIZED
BOATING BAG!
Fill out the Coupon,cut out, and take to any participating
Mercury Outboard Dealer listed below for validation
before Mater,al Mel-take it fromthere rte It see Wit-- -that Mercury sends you a FREE customized Bag lust for
looking—and hell tell you how you can get between
$25 00 and $10000 worth of FREE Mercury Quicksilver
Accessories after you ye made your best deal on any
new 78 Mercury Outboard
We re comrng or) mote
p.C.E0u1 tt,a,eve,'

—three Merc Thruster models, the best
performing electric outboards you H ever see
and never hear And the smooth, quiet
fishing engines 4, 4 5, 7 5, 9 B. 20 and 40 hp

GoPower
—the most complete lineup of go anywhere
and back outboards packing 50. 70. 80. 90.
115 and 140 horses of pure power

—150, 175 and 200 hp V-6 muscle machines
that can outrun lust about anything and
everything in their class
Mercury Outboards. performance & power
you can depend on for any boating need.

I WANT TO SEE YOUR POWER ,
And Id like to get that great
locking customized Marc Bag
FREE)(Black canvas bag
measures a' big 17' x 8

OUTBOARDS
4 eri,_Nsi).

My interest in boating is (check one)
E Casual
Moderate
NAME
EA,TrAnite

_

STATE

One F

Mu rphysboro, IL
Kinkaid Boat & Camper
1920 Walnut Street

Sikeston, MO
Sikeston Motor Co Inc •
1030 South Main

Cairo, IL
Ai s Cairo Boat Shop
3801 Sycamore

Paducah, KY
Jones Sporting Goods
Highway 62 East

Springville. TN
Buchanan Marine
Buchanan on Kentucky Lake

Cape Girardeau, MO
Wieser Sport Center
1725 N Kingshighway

Poplar Bluff, MO
The Boat Place
Highway 60 East

West Frankfort, IL
Dan s Recreation
505 West Main Street

Dexter, MO
Hall Trailer Sales
99 Kitchen Avenue

Poplar Bluff, MO
Don s Marine Sales
Highway 67

etra./1610116.011.00‘.01400160016watifsomfasiorwootsivoLooTewegiwixoreemimotworessit
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Now Has,A LocalNumber

753-3321

•

139

Aurora. KY
Mack & Mack Sport-a-Rama
US 68 at Kentucky Lake

FOR THE RESIDENTS OF MURRAY,CALLOWAY COUNTY AND AURORA

South:ids Manor Shopping Center

•
0.01

HERE S WHERE TO GET YOUR FREE CUSTOMIZED MERC BAG

INSURANCE—BONDS—REAL ESTATE-10$ E. 12TH ST., BENTON

Murray, Ky.

•

Utast 0.18 ~sold.),coo to Seerg,bre

- Morgan,Trevathan & Gunn,Inc.
Free decoretiry stroke.(Ise Mester Cherie,lenk4mericer4 Visa,or our
exteested credit terms.
MOO stores reclostiof on isetr yoo.

ZIP

SIGNATURE
I want my FREE customized Merc Bag to say(check one)
0 Mercury power IS my bag
USkjingisrnybag
Fishing is My bag
E Please. no customizing
Boating IS Ty bag
0429
-

"; $1" "
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DRUG ABUSE
a health columl from the

-

••

Alcohol, Drug Abuse, and
Mental Health Administration
W.trile
—paWrnent of HibWi,
Education, and Welfare
.•
•
Facts About Sleep and Drugs
• Sleep is an interruption •:
of
aking consciousness. It'may be one of the most essential needs of man. Mtge
.. than one-third-el- the U.S.poplatton luirlirlome time
,
probieni ,sleeping.* Fol. „lotting...are Vane often over 'looked facts 'about drugs andsleep, *the state in which we
try to spend almost One-tiiird
of our lives.
0' teie ileep "is needed as
one-Miturel. A 3-yearold will sleep about .19_
hors.
if- to • .
45-year-old, 7 hours; and
a 75-yearold5 about 6
hours. People often mistakenly attribute this
•
age. in .sleep,
tiritaiotmila and
see
drugs to induce
More sleep.
• Changing sleep habits—
tee much, turrlittle, or
-- interrupted sleep—can be
a sign of depression or
anxiety; conditions which
often require specific
treatment.
• Emotional illness is often
preceded by troubled
sleep.

'40
During

wntown

• Drugs may help on occasion for temporary use,
but persistent or continuous use of most
sleeping pills may actually hinder sleep.
•If use of sleeping pills
. •
continues beyond a few
weeks, more, and more
pills are required at night
to achieve the effects of •
. the original dosage,. This
- is called. tolerance!
•Sleeping -pills are addicting.-Sleep ,problems -are • usually more severe* for
a period of tithe after
thIrwaL than they
were before drugs were
, used.
•She ing,pills can distort .
the sense of 'lime, leading to -the accidental
takinLed tattl doses of
drugs during the' night.
-• Nonnal-_brain actiXkly '
altered by sleeping -pills.
causing natural stages of
sleep to be skipped or
shortened.
• many insomnia-cs,---when
monitored during the
night, are found to get
suf6C1ent amounts of
sleep. Some researchers
believe they may actually
dream while they are
awake.
Since sleeping pills may be,.
harmful, here are some commonsense tips on getting a
better night's sleep:

"

• Stop tossing and turning —
in bed waiting for sleep
to come; use the time for
constructive activity.
surroundings
•__Ma_k_e
. your
conducive to Awl -tVe - •
bedroom is too. cold or
too hot, it will be distracting. If there's too
much noise try-earplugs.
•Maintain a regular schedule of going to bed and
getting up. The time Of
day or-night is not
portant,,, but the consistency is.

No, /fir.
-Yr
14111101,1"frolorranits,r, 1.1
Al

,• 'Eliminate daytime naps.
•If you are not tired, it
' will be difficult to sleep.
Exercise, even. if it is.
only a late afternoon or
evening walk.
•Eliminate' coffee and
other caffeine drinks in
the hours before bedtime.
• Although a little bit of
alcohol before bedtime
may help some • people
relax, large quantities of
alcohol will cause sleeplessness.
r.
PROJECT
INDEPENDENCE
What is Project
Independence?
Project Independence is a demonstration project for the
elderly in the Jackson
Purchase.
It
is
designed to help older
persons remain in
their own homes as an
alternative to entering
institutional facilities.
Who Is eligible?
Persons who:
1. Are age 60 or
older, AND
2. Need services to
remain in their homes
(such as household
chores, meals, health
needs, transportation
and others), AND
3. Can not get the
services from any
other source.
If
you
have
questions
about
Project Independence
call Bonnie Ashby at
7534362.

•

•
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Holland Drug
Ward-Elkins
Wallis Drug
Bank of Murray
Corn-Austin
The Cherry's
Parker Super Market Littleton's
Ryan's Shoes
Store
Lerman's
National
Bright's
WNBS
The Youth Shop
Lindsey's
The Speciality Shop
Scott's Downtown
,
,
•Iltri,0,
,,,,,,
• Murray Furniture Mart
Western Auto
iinnusurrunitintninnnulio
• Winchester Printing
Twin Lakes Office Products
Settle-Workman
Family Shoe Store
Crass Furniture
Murray Ledger and Times
Parker Ford
Graham-Jackson
Jeffrey's
-41
Murray Branch,
Federal Savings and Loan
store-5
0
Shotitt
Murray
Company
Appliance
;
r
'
Mademoiselle Shop
OPe•Gloc'
s,•N
0
of
Burnett's Shoes
Beale Hardware
• 101 w
Zer
Peoples Bank
AssociatioIt:I"
Thurman Furniture

n

.•

Pagliai's
Boone Laundry-Cleaners
Hodge and Son
•—•

•• •
•••

• •.
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•
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—Standing On The Firing Line---

St.Ityak-At- lastrthit-Winiter

_
By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sports Editor
4
..
By ED SCHUYLER JR
While Spinks' fans rejoiced, decision as a challenger to Joe
then he would have- had to histobr. It was more than
champion 11th a left toOk Ali's corner for Many of hia
Symbolism? .
All left the ring, a shadow of Frazier March 8, 1971.
When Muhammad All start at the basement. And it "Ratty."And in Ali's corner;-- LAS VEGAS, Nev.(AP) — midway through the round. At fights.
for a "I'll be back. I'll be the-rirst the end of the round, Ali's left
It would be an incredible
At the bell Ali wobbled to his the man who made "flod for
walked out of his dressing would be the back seat of a it was "Requiem
win-the
man
to
Heavyweight."
world
feat
to win it again, especially
smelly
chainsecond
shabbyrnatels-and
swollen.
the
lithe
in
title
botiU;
corner,
throwing
Out
his
-left
---cal;
Was
eye
r-oorh," the band at the Las
When the decision was pionship three times," said
when he would probably be 37
The final three minutes arm in a gesture of "well
Vegas Hilton played "Pomp gymnasiums that are a way of
All won the heavyweight before he gets another chance.
life to hundreds of fighters announced, it was a glorious Muhammad All, today a 36- were toe-to-toe all the way, done".
and Circumstance."
Spinks' handlers jumped title in his 20th pro fight by But the incredible has often
About the only time you who never had the chance moment of both joy and year old challenger for the with both fighters staggered.
sadness.
heavyweight title.
hear that song is at Spinks had.
Ali was punching desperately into the ring and joyously stopping an aging Liston in been made routine in the past
And what did Leon Spinks
Ali has backed up his boasts but he couldn't keep Spinks off slapped the 1976 Olympic light seven rounds on Feb. 25, 1964, .by-Ali. As he was relaxing in
It was that love...he came
graduations. And that's
many times. But maybe,
precisely what last night's, ,out of the dressing room dal"
and 'just before the bell he heavyweight champion on the when Spinks was 11 years old. his suite two hours after the
He acted like a true era really has ended.
to watch his brother,
appeared ready to go down. back. Across the ring the 1960 The only title bout he lost fight, he said, "He's the
title fight was. Only it was
Leon Spinks, the 24-year-4ld_
fighting on memory. Olympic light heavyweight before Wednesday night ---- he champ now. I'm gonna let him
Leon Spinks who did the Michael, fight. And when Leon champion. He said he'd give
marched out to the tune of the Ah another shot. But.the most with just seven previous pro He's fighting on guts," said champion stood with his head was stripped of the crown in have it for a couple of months
graduating. .
Leon Spinks may be the best Marine Corps Hymn, Michael impressive thing? His brother fights, stripped the title from Dr. Ferdie Pacheco,a CBS-TV down while his aids tended to 1967 for failure to accept and enjoy it."
military draft — was on .it
shall return."
_tping_te.heppeo to St. Loui met him in the ring and they was there, in the middle of the Ali Wednesday night after ap- commentator who worked in him.
scene. And twice, Leon openly plying pressure for 15 rounds. •
•
siticel3ab Gibsdn..Every since embraced for a minute.
poured out his thanks to God, All was reeling at the final bell
big 45 stepped down, the town
their
who he said was the main and Spinks gained a split deciproud
of
They
were
has been without a hero. And
love for each other. So many man." sion.
every town Weeds a hero.
That's the ghetto. You reach
It was a stunning upset
Why did Leon Spinks win? It people today are afraid to say
was -not because All was 36 "I Love You." Leon and for something to hold. Some matching Al's triumph over
years of age. All fought Michael didn't have to say it. reach for drugs, some reach Sonny Liston when he won the
God, heavyweight title for the first
gamely and Spinks took a lot And once the fight went past for guns. Some reach for
top
of
the time.in 1964 and his knockotit
for
the
some
reach
became
round,
it
sixth
the
of jabs and a lot of punches
_that. would. have _severely clear that Leon Spinks would world and some fall to ,the of George Foreman when he
wen'it for the second time 10
injured a man of lesser pride. be there for the end, ode way bottom.
But few do-like-Leon Spinks. years later.
Why did Leon'Spinits win?, or the other. - ,
In the 14th and 15th rounds, To have overcome so much
"I tried hard," said Spinks
Because, he had more love.
When you grow up in the he reached within himself and and in such a short period of and he certainly did, over—
coming Ali's advantages In
ghetto, there are two things found a supply of strength, as time is truly remarkable.
All has had his day. He was size and experience with grim
you are inbred with quickl*: if— Michael, who was by
love and hate. One force will ringside, was magically a proud champion and a great determination. He never lost
hungry. his cool as so many of Ali*
eat up the other. And Leon transferring energy to his big fighter. But he wasn't
Andthat
in
itself
is
a lesson opponents did in the past. Hebrother.
Spinks was hungry.
And then in the 15th round, in sports. To any athlete who never was awed.
That's whx, black athletes
thank G"
- the neii:
excel in sports today. They whin it seemed All had Spinks wants to be a -successjhere
don't have the cars, the on the verge of hitting the are some things you must champion saixf. "God's the
country clubs and other social canvass, Leon staggered the have: love, faith, talent, main Man. Lord knows I tried
hard.
things that distract young champion with yet another desire and above all, hunger.
Everyone can take pride in
give All another
white athletes. And that barrage of courage.
It may well go down in Leon Spinks. He was the chance."
hunger, along with the love, is
Already, promotional inwhat won the heavyweight history as one of the most underdog and for those who
memorable rounds. All, who love underdogs, he gave them fighting — often more vicious
title for Leon Spinks.
...Leon Spinks can barely read knew from the 12th round on what they !noted. He .served than the fightingiathe ring -rt
have towin the last- in the Marines, and for those is under way.
or write. He's ashamed of it. If that
Jose Suleiman, president etLeon Spinks had been rounds decisively or pull off a who detested All because of
destroyed by a 36-year-old Ali knockout, fought with all his his failure to report for in- the World Boxing Council;
duction, Leon Spinks can give said Spinks, along with Ali,"
in the first hound of two, his strength.
with
Spinks
fought
But
Leon
them
pride.
made an agreement that the
future would have . been as
more. He fought with his For those who didn'tlike Air winner would Sign by April 7
black as the ghetto itself.
his heart, his spirit because of his religion, Ledn' for' a' defense igainSt No. 1Sui'e, he was guaranteed
$300,0001-egardless a what and_with prayers from his Spinks an give you pride: ranked'Zen Norton within 90
happened. But take out in- mother who was at ringside. because his may be more - days of that date. The Norton
come taxes, fees for trainers, And maybe that's what did it. familar to you. And for. people know about_ such an
'everyone, there is that agreement.
agents and what have you plus Maybe it was that love.
When it ended, the Spinks eagnerness that jumps from
"Are you kidding?" said
the money he will undoubtedly
give to his family and the total entourage poured into the the face of the "Toothless Bob Arum, who promoted
center of the ring for what_ Tiger."
Wednesday night's fight and
`isn't that astounding.
Now, we really do have a has a promtional contract for
It was his one chance in a they knew would be the
Spinks' next six fights.
million. If he'd beea battered greatest upset in boxing "People's Champion."
`,.;..Sulaiman is a joke.Spinka
40-2006
will fight somebody—fespe -,
table next and then fight All-1r
OPTIMUS-5B
again. Spinks.tiasn't agreed to
anything."
Fride Saturday, Feb. 17th letb
The battle to provide Spinks'
next opponet, if it is not•Nor
Electric Clothes Dryer
,
Reg.$259.95 sae him
ton, should be royal. Possible
With Remote Control 25" Quasar
opponents include Bernardo
Color T.V.
art
Reg.$899.95 Soh Pries
Mercardo of Colombia, whom
Ali might have fought in deWith Turn Table,8 Track Player dr 2 Speakers
Reg. $319.95 saw pike VI 9900
fiance
of the WBC edict, and
Component Stereo
Super component audio and savingsl
South
Africans
Kallie
Massive 12" woofer, dual midrange
Knoetze,
who
recently
With 8 Track Player
knocked out Duane Bobick,
Speakers, on h -f tweeter, 4 drivers in all
Console Stereo
Reg.$389.95Si.
and Gerrie Coetze.
Genuine walnut veneer enclosure.
Kelvinator 17 cubic foot, no frost
It is not considered likely
Refrigerator
that No. 2-ranked Jimmy
Reg.$499.95sd.rib..
CHARGE IT r_ela
r1114
Young or the winner of an upKelvinator 14 Cubic Foot
coming fight between Larry
(MOST STORES) .‘
"
1 11g:
•
Upright Freezer
Holmes and hard-hitting
Reg.$349.95 Si.hiss
wt
Earnie Shavers will be in the
30" Electric Range
running As Spinks' next opAl Apple/xis T.Y.'s Special Priced For This Sots
ponent.
"I gave the best I could, said
SHOP DOWNTOWN !MURRAY "IT PATS"
All. "I knew he was a good
3)5 So 5th
fighter. It was a close fight. He
Phone 753-4469
was the aggressor. It could
have gone either way."
Judge Art Lurie scord it 143142 for Ali under the 10-point
must system and when his
decision was announced,
Spinks' handlers looked
stunned. But Own_ the announcer read off the cards of
It's so easy to charge more than you
Moods
Total Or
Moot/ft
Amount
Harold Buck, 144-141, and Lou
APR*
Payment
To Pay
Payments
tiodoed
pay off. Your balances get fatter by the
Cabat, 145-140, and anmonth. Before you know it, interest
$2,500 $ 73.17 48 $ 3,512.16 17.80% nounced,
"the
new
charges get heavy.
heavyweight champion of the
Your credit cards have turned on you. 83,500 $ 90.41 60 $ 5,424.60. 18.80%
Le431I Spinks."
STA-52
Lending money is our business.
The
Associated Press
Get great sound for a song! High quality'AM -FM
$6,500 $124.41 60 $ 7,464.60 12.74%
31-2072
Our only business. So you can turn to
scored it 143-142 for All, but
stereo receiver with 12 watts per channel, miniReg.
19995
us for a neat, dean credit card consoli$7,600 $169.41 80 $10,164.60 12.68% gave Spinks the last three
mum RMS at 8 ohms from 20-20,000 Hz, with
dation loan.
rounds.
•Aanual PI...dotage Rata
KY-1
no more than 0.9%THD
You know going in how much you'll
The question mark before
pay every month. And how much you'll
the fight was Spinks ability to
pay' altogether. So you can budget for it.
go 15 rounds against a man of
In Bel-Air Center, Murray
Then you're controlling your finances,
Ali's size and vast experience.
Phone 753-5573
instead of vice-versa.
The longest Spinks had fought
And you've tamed the ferocious
Charles Marcussen, Mgr.
Reg Sop•rale
previously was 10 rounds and
•
credit card.
it.,,,, Price
one of those fights, against
339"
Scott LeDoux, ended in a
1gii
:
11.
otu
.
sigoDi
cA iNth.
Ilthre got your'Oen
draw.
•
10 17-501
at surprised me was his
strength and stamina," said
•STA-52 AM-FM Stereo Receiver
All, who wilted before the
•LAB-52 Auto/Manual Changer
brawling Spinks in the final
• Two MC-500 Walnut Veneer
three rounds and who looked
... Speakers
much older than 36 at the erick....
Ali, trying to make Spinks
punch himself out in the early
rounds and picking his spots
with jabs, hooks and an occasional right lead, still was in
FOR
ro,
14-944
the fight after 12 rounds — he
40-MINUTE
80-MINUTE
was leading on one card and
TR-882
even on another.
Reg. 99"
2
2
But then ,Spinks who
FOR
FOR
44-841
44-840
weighed 197t4, 27 pounds less
than Ali, and who was at a
Great stereo add-on! Copy ydur recReg. 2" Ea.
_
Reg. 1" Ea.
four-inch reach disadvantage,
ords to take on the road!
•Extender/ High-Frequency Response,
landed several good hooks and
left-right combinations to the
THINK OF HI-FI, THINK OF REALISTIC, THINK OF RADIO SHACK
Most dere,
head in the 13th round. Spinks'
&wadable al
HOURS:
Redo°
Shack
trainer Sam Solomon said he
thought Spinks had Ali going
Mon-Fri 10-7
-look for th,
signpeal
on :01:,
in that round but that he was
°KALOV.
Saturday 10-6
rakaghbof hood
foiled by his inexperience.
Closed Sundays
Spinks swarmed all over All
MA ENVISION Of TANDY CORPORATION
PRICES MAY VARY AT INDIVIDUAL STORES /
in the 14th and hurt the former

a.

Reg. 11995 Ea.

$198°°

SAVE $50
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*2776°

SAVE 35% ON A REALISTIC HI-Fl RECEIVER!

George Hodge & Son, Inc.

If your credit cards
turn on you,turn to us.
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ABOVE RECEIVER IN A SYSTEM

SAVE
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REALISTIC 8-TRACK
RECORDING TAPE

2

1 SALE
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Olympic Plaza
12th Street
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6
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Murray High Draws
For District- Tourney_

GIRLS' COACHES - ris three madras of the gins' teams in the Fourth District were on hand
for the tourney draw Wednesday at the Seven Seas Restaurant. Left to right are Marshall County
coach Don Cothran, Calloway County coach Marianne Davis and Murray High coach Rick Fisher.

Murray High had the dubious distinction of drag the
bye for the Fourth District Basketball Tournament which
will be held March 2-4 at the MSU Sports Arena.
The drawing was held at the Seven Seas Restaurant Wednesday evening with the three boys' maches and the three
girls' coaches from the district on hand.
Tournament action will begin on Thursday, March 2, with a
6:30 p.m. game between the 12
,
4 Calloway County girls and
the 13_1 marshall county girls. The
loser of that game will -play at 6:30 Friday againat Murray, which drew the bye. The
•
Ner girls are currently 5-7.--If Murray defeats the loser,Illen th
'
eTiger girls would-I:lay - the winner of the first game for the title Saturday evening. If
the loser of the first game defeats the Tiger girls, then the
tourney is over and the winner of the first game is the champion.
The Calloway County boys, 10-7 on the season, will play the
9-9 Marshall County boys on Thursday, March 2,30 minutes
after the conclusion of the girls' game:
The same format will be followed with the loser playing the
Murray High boys, who are 8-9, in the second game Friday.
If there are two games on Saturday, the first contest will
begin at 6:30 p.m. If there is only one game Saturday, it will
begin at 7 p.m.
The scorer for the tourney is Lee Hook of Murray with Mike
Casteel of Marshall County being the alternate. The timer is
Carman Parks of CallowarCounty with the alternate being
Dennis Joseph of Marshall County.
Officials have not yet been assigned to the tourney. The first and second-place teams in the district tourney will earn
trips to the First Region Tournament. The girls' regional
play will be at Mayfield While the boys will play at Murray
State.

EDDIE McFARLAND, Murray State University's ricadionk Al-America defensive bock and W7
football captain, is shown receiving a $1,500 scholarship awarded to him for postgradiratelfidg
by the National Collegiate Athletic Association. Making the official presentation is Dr. Karl
Hossiong; a professor of chemistry at Murray State and the facvity's representative to the
NCAA. Egrainedicins major and a graduswel Paducah TV.= Nigh School, McFarland plans
to wallies his study of medicine at Mbsr*. University of Kentucky or the University of
Louisville following his graduation in the spill. An honor student, ha was a starter for the
Racers from midway of his freshman reanoseuip All-Ohio Valley Conference honors His past
two years.

Racer Tracksters Have
Outside Shot At Crown
TALKING IT OVER - The three coaches of the boys teams in the Fourth District discuss the
tourney draw. Left to right are Marshall County coach Rick lesper, Murray High coach Cary
Miller and Calloway County coach Clayton Hargrove.
(Snit ahem by aNie Ilroadm)

TRUTH DAYS SPECIAL!
Ftiday&S;turciaty Oaf -

,OFF

•

Everything In the Store
ThisDoes Not Include
Sale litems Already Marked
SOME ITEMS AS LOW AS 50% OFF*

We Have The Biggest Inventory Ever!
LOTS & LOTS OF HIDE-A-BEDS- -

Murray Furniture Mart
90 Days

Court Square

Same as Cash

753-8676

FOR ABOUT THECOST
OFBAKING ACAKE,
YOU CAN SHARE A
10MINUTE SLICE OFLIFE.
BY LONG DISTANCE.

You can share a lot of sweet memories with someone a thousand miles away
Just dial the I* way and talk for ten minutes for 'Only $2.44 plus tax. Any
eveningSunday through Friday between 5PM and 11 PM.These evening rates
are Ipwer than rates for long distance calls
dialed during weekdays.
South Central Bell
Call often. And add a little frosting
to a friendship.
Long distance.
Whatelse isso nice for the price?
Low One-Plus rates do not apply to Zero-Plus dialed long distance calls Low One-Plus rates do apply to
station-to-station calla you dial yourself talk to anyone who answers and btll to the telephone you are using
and on station-to-station calls placed with an operator where long distance.clialing facilities are
Low One-Plus rates do not amply to operator-asSySted calls such as person
-to-person coin credit card
collect and On ceSecharged to another number including speciat bitting numbers

If the pieces fall together MIL the liurrarAfe Track
team has an outside chance of winning the Ohio Valley Conference indoor track championship; according to Racer
Coach Bill Cornell.
_
The two-day meet gets underway- Thursday from Johnson
City, Tenn. Competing for Murray the first day of the meet
will be Everton Cornelius and Jeff Hickman long jump;
David Warren, Mitch Johnston, David Rafferty and Martyn
Brewer, distance medley relay; Cornelius and Charles
Bauman,60 yard dash;-Bamneatemtlitra Mracek,440 yard
dash; Axel Leitmayr, hie; jump; Steve Crisafulli and Marshall Crawley,600 yard run; Pat Chimes, Mitch Johnston and
Keith O'Meally,880 yard rim; Warren, Rafferty and Brewer,
1000 yard run; and Jeremy Odlin and Brian Rutter in the 3
mile run.
Scheduled for Friday are Hickman-Lathe- triple jump;Stan
Simmons and Andy Vince, shot put; Warren, Chimes,
O'Meally and Johnston, two-mile relay; Rafferty- and
Brewer, mile rim;* Odlin and Rutter, two-mile run. Brewer.
will run in the teie-lidle unless he qualifies for the 1000 meters
final.
The Racer distance medley relay finished second in the
Mason-Dixon Games in Louisville, KY last weekend.
Murray's time of 9:50.1 was three tenths of a second behind
winning Tennessee but was good enough to qualify for the
NCAA Indoor Championships at Detroit in March. Team
members and times for Murray were Johnston 50.5, Warren
1:53.0, Chimes 2:56.3 and Brewer 4:10.5. The relay time set a
new Murray school record. The distance medley is the
second Racer relay team to qualify for the national championships. Two weeks ago the two-mile relay team qualified
at the Indiana Relays.
Simmons set a new school record at Louisville by putting
the shot 52' 11". He placed fifth. Vince won the shot put for
those under 200 pounds with a throw of 50' 10".
Odlin finished second in the 3000-meter run with a time of
8:20.0 and Rutter was seventh with a 8:33.4.
Murray also had two fourth-place finishes. Leitmayr went
6'8" in the high jump and Cornelius long jumped 23'7/
1
2".
Three Murray runners were unable to complete. Rafferty
and O'Meally were out with the flu and CharFestan with a leg

Imerlosi pre-engineered all steel bulldog% _any
'elm shape or height. All types eilurentheircen- —streeties Mock,bar joist etc.
--AIM water I- sewer line construction, and
hydraulic concrete breaking & removal.
•

John Clark
Excavating & Construction
Phone 753-7850
Box 866
Murray, Ky. 42071

injury.

Kansas Wraps Up Big Eight,
Wildcats Run By_Nols, 90-77
By HERSCHEL NLSSENSON
by Iowa State's
°I--f-setting
AP Sports Writer
-Andrew Parker,the Big Eight
Havingwon the Big Eight, scoring leader. Kansas let the
the Kansas Jayhawks now Cyclones whittle a 25-point
neve their sights set on the big deficit to eight before deciding
one.
enough was enough.
"We have three more goals
Kentucky snapped a fiveto go and we're going to get game losing streak to Tenthem," freshman guard nessee and gave Coach Joe B.
Darnell Valentine said after Hall his 200th career victory.
the sixthranked Jayhawks Rick Robey, who scored 18
knocked off Iowa State 80-70 points, helped the Wildcats
Wednesday night and nailed stretch a 40-30 halftime bulge
down the Big Eight crown to 51-34 with a pair of lay-ups
when runnerup Nebraska and a free throw.
obliged by losing tO'Oklahoma
A coach's job also is to have
74-68.
his team ready and Texas'
Valentine identified Kansas' Abe Lemons took the blame
next goal as the Big Eight for the Longhorns' upset at the
Conference post-season hands of Baylor's Bears.
tournament next month.
The setback dropped Texas
"Then we win the NCAA out of first place in the SouthRegionals and tbeL_NcAA west Conference as No. 1finals," he said.
ranked Arkansas moved
However,the Jayhawks will ahead of th... Longhorns.
have plenty of competition for
Baylor got the winning
NCAA honors, including third- points when Jim Vaszauskas
ranked Kentucky, No. 11 sank two free throws with
North Carolina, No. 15 Illinois eight seconds left for a 79-75
State, No. 16 Syracuse, No. 19 -margin. Vinnie Johnson paced
Detroit and No. 20 Duke, all the Beau; with 29 points.
winners Wednesday night.
Elsewhere,
The only members of The
-Houston beat Texas Tech
Associated Press Top Twenty 81-77 as Cedric Fears and Ceto taste defeat were 12th- cile Rose combined for 37
ranked Texas, a 79-77 loser to points, including the last five;
Baylor, and No. 17 Virginia, Texas A&M whipped Texas
which fell to Clemion 63-55. Christian 88-72 in a game
Wentucky polished off Ten- worked by three officials. The
nessee 90-77, North Carolina trio whistled 45 fouls but both
crushed Kent State 92-59, Il- coaches - A&M's Shelby Metlinois State turned back calf and TCU's'Tim SomerNorthern Illinois 79-67, ville- said they liked the exSyracuse walloped Buffalo periment.
114,66, Detroit outlasted
-Al Beal's 18 points led OkWestern Michigan 113-91 and lahoma past Nebraska and
Duke downed North Carolina Oklahoma State reeled off 14
State 76-64.
•
consecutive points early in the
Kansas' Valentine scored 17 second half and defeated
points —12 in the second half --defending Big Eight champ
-to go with John Douglas' 21, Kansas State 67-65.

Truth Days Sale
/0 DISCOUNT

Storewide!
On All New

Spring Merdandise
•

Many Fall & Winter

Items
50% off sere
Open Til 8:00 Friday Mite

raham & Jackson
FOR

THE PARTICULAR

Downtown Murray

MAN

--
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CBS Big Winrier With Superb
Coverage Of Heavyweigtlt Bout

BOAT SHOW

special moment in sports, the
By HOWARD SMITH
end of. an era, and CBS.
AP Sportg Writer
the
moment
witness to recorded
a
itself
_CBS_found
At-The
.history Wedpesday night-and brilliantly.
In addition to the usual
brought television viewers
across the country lust about ringside 'cameras, CBS em-.
as dose to the remarkable ployed an overhead camera to
great effect. We got a shot of
scene as it is possible to do.
CBS
cameras, the ring from above, setting
The
providing some of the. most the scene, then the camera
• dramatic and memorable mo,ied in on the fighters
Co-Sponsors: Happy Holiday Travel, les.
pictures ever of a televised circling each other, then a
and Murray State Uniaoralti
-- sporting- event,- -brought- _switch _14.._.the corner for
LADY RACERS TREATIO=lbe Murray State womon's basketball team was treated te u pine
The Most Complete Boat Show Ever PresenteckIn This Area.
viewers into the center of the remarkable closeups of the
party Wadoesduy by Devanrs. In return, e team picture of Hie lady Racers was presented to
infighting, and finally a
world
champion
as
ring
CANOES-FISHING BOATS-SKI BOATS- PONTOON BOATS-ONINSENS
assists* ammager Lyn Can(water)by Racer co-captains Roxanne Moddix (left) and Bey Parrish
Muhammad All, confident in ringside shot. to set the scene
HOUSE BOATS
MO*
the early going, shrugged off again.
Director Frank Chirkanian
blows and taunted challenger
DON'T MISS IT — FREE ADMISSION
his cameras and
sent
Leon Spinks.
First Class Family Boat Silo/
4
As All's situation worsened, microphones Into the corners
the cameras honed in on his repeatedly to allow viewers to
corner al-trainer dVrkgeIo -ptck up trainer's iftStructions
Thursday, Feb. 16
Friday, Feb. 17
Dundee pleaded with the and catch the fighters between
(4 p.m.-10 p.m.)
(4 p.m.-10 p.m.)
weary champ: "You gotta go' rounds..InsertsshowedSpinks
,
-Boat Show-4:00 p.m.
Kentuckylike hell, champ, you-gotta lie -cheering his rother Michael
On in a preliMinary, then
like hell."
Jack Stalcup
Jones
Michael sweatingsliowed
when
over,
was
it
when
And
6:30 p.m.
His Orcestra -1:00 p.m.
Spinks had finally taken the through the crutial 15th round
title, the cainerai were there while Leilh-Wuifig eZTo grasp
Saturday, Feb. 18
again to catch the pain of the the title. - Sunday, Feb. 19
We got reaction from All in
old champ and exhilaration of
(10 a.m.-10 p.m.).
interview immadiatety.
.an.
one.(1.
neiv
p.m.-6
the
p.m.)
Wand' Tfii htogicion
one expected it after the verdict, then a quick
no
Virtually
The King's Sons
2:30. p.m:
_to 124ppco—It vias a tgAing interview with Spinks,. ii.
Country Trend-4:00 p.m.
2:30 p.m.
show designed to pull ratings terms of camerawork, use of
•
_
Unithirothers-,4:30p;m.
through-the-magic. of-th-Ali—m.tcraph0110 and _Quick
name. But it turned out to be reaction from the fighters,
much more than that. It was a CBS could not have done
- better. •
Brent Musburger and
Ferdit Pacheco, All's longphysician, called the
t. Musburger is a pro who
both enthusiastic and intive, a tough comation to beat. "Could
the last time we see
uhamrnad Ali in the ring,"
wondered at the outset. itunded far-fetched at_the
. Itdoesn't now.
acheco may have
a
bit too pro-Ali .•= "If you'd
been my doctor as long as
yo 'ye been All's, I'd expect
yo to pull for me as much as
yo must be pulling for him,"
burger said — but he was
quite knowledgeable
a
Its called. insulation. And some people don't have
the
ut
one
_
garne.At
figbt
a
',Rough to keep a fieldrrpouse warm.
•I I
cen the 9th and to
it time yOU found out iust what's in. your attic.
I • nds,
ping Time is a-great time-to-buy arnew----. the-- microphones-WeYe stopping the aloCI-C. From
ca ught Dundee advising All
After all riot enough insulation leis kour-heat go righT
Toyota. So wme in. Check out the new
noon tomorrow right through this
tha t Spinks was ready to fall.
through the ceiling and Causes unnecessarily high
Toyotas fo%978—Celicas.,Coronas. - weekend. Well be staying open all
he
If
ready
is
go,
to
Spinks
Corollas. Cressidas. Half-Ton Trucks.
. hours because we want to break all
heat bills.
su e doesn't know it,"
--sales records That means super shop,— Then if you can find a better built small
COtunered Pacheco.
At your request we'll send someone to tell you

Feb. 16th thru Feb. 19

West Ky. Livestock
&-Expiniition Center

CLICK STOPPING
SUPER SHOPPING TIME F,
AT TOYOTA
-_

VER-CIPt

. j! _
TOYOTAS BIGGEST SALES-,---yEhl
pirfg for you
We'll be dealing like there's no
tomorrow.That s why Clock Stop-

car or truck than Toyota ...buy it. But
see us soon. Before Clock Stopping
Time runs out.

Dibbs Upset
RANCHO MIRAGE, Calif.
Unseeded Ismail El Shafei
)f Egypt,upset second-seeded
dthe Dibbs 7-5, 6-2 in the
se ondround of a $225,000
men's tennis tournament at
Mission Hills Country Club.
n other second-round
singles matches, third-seeded
Manuel Orantes eliminated
Bernie I'vlitton 6-4, 6-2; No. 4
Raul Ramirez whipped
Sherwood Stewart 6-3, 6-0;
fifth-seeded Ilie Nastase
rallied to top Geoff Masters 67, 6-4, 6-3; No. 6 Harold
Solumon downed Dick Cretlly
44, 6-3; Jaimie Filol beat
Marcelo Lara 6-1, 6-4 and Stan
•th nipped Pat DuPre 7-5, 67-5
7,

exactly how much insulation you have up there and
how much more you need. He'll also check floors,
walls, windows, and doors and tell you specific things
you can do to cut your energy bills.
Call or stop by our office today to request this free
home energy survey. You may be eligible for an
interest-free loan to improve your attic insulation.

iledric System
401 Mive -153-5312

-

Court Square

LERMANS

Friday & Saturday

COMPLETE FAMILY DEP'T. STORE

Open Friday Night Til 8:00 p.m.

February 17 & 18

LE

TRUTH
DAY

Mountain

Men's
Sheer

Knee
High
Hose
Wide
Comfort
Tops
Special

.1k1 r Auto Sales, Inc.

515 So. 12th

4

YOU ASKED FOR IT YOU GOT Ii TOYOTA
a

Jeans
14 01 Derurn

Quality Filling for Quilts

Shrinkage Control
For Perfect Fit

Sig Bell
Reg. $14.50

Rell• $2.29

Flare Leg
Reg. $13.50

Poly-Cotton

fabric

Pairs

753-4961

OPEN FRIDAY UNTIL 8 P.M. - OPEN SATURDAY UNTIL 6 P.M.

1

No-Fault
Wranglers

mist
Cotton
—Ming

Quick Fry Mini Electric

Deep
Fryer
utometa Herd Contrai Perfect FrNIng
Fvery nme with 41,1001) gtrniner and
pia ttic Iterage raver

Assorted Colors
& Patterns
3"& 45" Widths
I to 10 Yard Lengths
Reg. 79 Yd.

sl

81x96

_
----=.41

-
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Ali's Pride May 1•107e Been Speaking As
He Talked-Of Rematch,With Leon Spinks
Jay_ W

.1.1".1411111C1 try

Theresat-thenrarrthe world
for 14 years had hailed as
"The Champ." It was almost
as if there would never be
another. Muhammad Ali
seemed blessed with some
magical power. Boxing's
ebony jewel was destined to
shine forever.

AP Special Correspondent
LAS VEGAS, Nev. (AP) —
There are times when one
realizes that he irsitting in on
a transcendent moment in
history — even if it be
something as inconsequential
as sport.

All hitrileir must have
thought so. So did his legion of
fanatic followers. •
Yet here he was slumped in
a chair in the upstairs
dressing room of the Hilton
Pavilion, his lower lip pursed
with blood, a nasty knot over
his right eye, ugly bruises
blemishing what he always
called "the prettiest face that
ever was."
At his feet sat his slim,
beautiful wife, Veronica. She
stroked his robed, tired'
muscles. She said nothing.
Rundini Brown, a long time
aide, cried unashamedly.
All of us knew it had to come
sooner or later. More recently
there had been tell-tale signs.,
But who dared believe the
magnifiCent era Wouitts.ent
with such suddenness. .

#DCADP0-wasrY
is coming to
naaasipaiftea
Umeossoftur
riownimonises
ti moil ay

Settle-Workman
Downtown Murray

Truth Days Specials
,Friday and Saturday Fob. 17 & 181
Whiie

Shopping Downtown Murray Friday and Saturday Shop Settle-

Workman where you will find bargains for the entire family.
Many items throughout the store are marked

to
75%
on
50%

Every item in the store that isn't on sale including new Spring Merchandise
will be

10% off
Settle-Workman

Shor

All, the Champ, was beaten the scene — and& beauty.
by a tough, 24-year-old ex"Surprised you, didn't he?"
Marine, Leon Spinits, only Ali needled the few reporters
seven pro fights under his belt, whd crashed his dressing
less than two years out of room. "Surprised me, too. I
amatein• ranks.
underestimated his will to win
Even as the savagely-fought and his stamina.
15-round battle neared its
"I thought I could tire him
close, the rafters of the gilded out in the early rounds and
casino arena rocked with then beat him. My plan didn't
familiar shouts.
work-'Next time
be in
"Ali! Ali! Ali!"
better shape. I will be down to
The fight was close. The kid 215 ( he weighed in at n4k4),
was tough. But everybody at I'll stay in the corners and I'llringside knew that, as he had come out fast in the first round
done so many times in the like I did in the 15th."
past, the great Muhammad
Next time, Ali? Will there be
would call upon some invisible a next time?
reservoir of strength and
"I will be Keck," the
rescue the decision in the final dë'jàiedchaiiiPioniId
round.
,
"I will be the' first
All recognized the possible heavyweight champion to win ,
anseqUencee. His 36-year-old the title three times."
legs tiring, his body surrenThe boast seemed to float .
dering to aches and paths, he away with the smell of arnica:plunged headlong into the
The old order passed],
fight — jabbing, lashing out .making way for the new.
with his lightening rightis_ Muhammad All has given us
hanging on.
many memorable moments
This time,as so many others and unending entertainment,
had done, his young adversary not only with his remarkable
didn't fold. Instead, -Spinks boxing skills but also wtth his
lashed back, giving two fourth-grade poetry, boyish
punches for every one he charm and ability to
absorbed, backed Ali into his mesmerize peasants and
own corner and almost potentates alike.
finished him before the final
Spinks, a bearded youth
bell.
with two big gaps in front of
Indisputably, It was Spinker. his MOO)where teeth used to
fight. Boxing had a_ new be, bull stubborn and bulldog
heavyweight-Champion. toner,is the new champion.
In the fourth_ row, Kat
He tookAlse_light„ to the
,Spinks, raised
red-covered, champion, a great but aging
Bible and said, "Hallelujah, champion, and made the king
God be praised."
eat leather. Long live the new
.
king.
There was a, sadness about

All Made Mistake By
Selling Spinks Short

306 11.vn Strut
Wkre you •oll !pod pude, fientlimint

11 ?taloa* Dna'

tfe ioorebile vow bowies, (Skop Downtown

MVTrif

ON EVERY ITEM ON THIS PAGE

sum mow mos A
Itifflt FROM MOAT

TV

1114118,0iddraa

Reg. 1.89

8 QT.
POTTING
SOIL

Reg.2 "

HEAT UMP
12
250W

53-5749-6

1

92-1391-9
Marvelous new growing medium.
Reg.1.19
Pkg.of 100

Regular62e

HANDY PEAT POTS

MR. COFFEE
FILTERS

•

Package of 12
diameter
starter pots
92-1395-0

59

c 57-2300-2

31c
SUPER
GLUE-3

AC SPARK
PLUGS
1245,61-71, 74-80
EACH
Boaster meg 64-1100-165q'

64-144940,6246
EACH
testator Meg 64-1470-8784'

fterepoloo 1.

72-5006-7

Quick bond for metal, glass
or ceramics. Holds tight!

99c°

ready for him. I had to train
By PATRICK ARNOLD
hard to beat a great man."
Associated Press kV riter
Spinks allowed as how the
LAS VEGAS, Nev.(AP)
-Leon Spinks surprised a lot of----win was "my second goal a-rics.,,was winning_ the'
-lirs
first
lymp
mf
,4teop1eolucluding Muhammad 6
Ali. - ..
Spinks had been the new
"Hell ...yes, he surprised
me," All said following the champion for only a few
minutes before the action
loss of the heavyweight boxing
began.
title he had held for the past 14
Bob Arum, head of Top
years.
"You know he surprised me, Rank Inc., which promoted
the Ali-Spinks fight, anand I'm in there," All said
nounced that he had a contract
following the 15-round bout he
with the new champion "for
lost by a close decision at the
his next six title defenses."
Las Vegas Hilton Hotel
Arum wouldn't say how
Pavilion. "You're sitting over
i there drinking beer and you're much money was involved but
shocked, and I'm in there said it was in "a very good
neighberhood ... it starts at
getting my butt kicked."
By all accounts, the 24-year- seven figures."
And Larry Holmes, a
old ex-Marine and Olympic
gold medal winner shouldn't ranked heavyweight conhave gone the distance. The tender who faces Earnie
fight was only his eighth Shavers next month, said he
felt he was "the only man in
professiOnal boat.
"That man was the most the world who deserves a
aggressive," All said. "He shot" at Spinks.
All made a mistake and
threw the best punches."
Spinks, though taking the "sold Spinks a little short,"
title from All, showed a low said Holmes, adding that
profile at the post-fight news Spinks had "beat the shell of
conference, leaving most of Muhammad Ali."
"He sure proved you all
the talking to the former
wrong," All told the assemchampion.
a,,
dt. newsmen. "I'm glad of
"It feels good, very good," tbhle
Spinks said. "I was really

Donald White
Signs With
Murray State

Murray State Football
405 Maple - Murray,Ky.
Coach Mike Gottfried has
announced the signing of
Donald White, 17, a linebacker
*********************************************** from Woodward High School,
* Cincinnati, Ohio, to an Ohio
* Valley Conference letter-of*
•
with Murray State
*----intent
University.
White, a 6'2" 200 pounds, is
the son of Mr. and Mrs
Charles White, 1863 Dalewood.
Friday and Saturday
Cincinnati, Ohio. He won allcity,
all-district arid all-state
All Other
honorable mention in 1977,
when. his team posted a 6-3-1
record. His teammates also
voted him to the team's most
valuable lineman of the year.
White's signing by assistant
Price
* coach Bill Baldridge brings to
9 the number of football
recruits signed to date by the
& $10
Racers.

11

Plus Size

Sale
Racks
i $5

Fall & Winter
Plus Sizes

1/2

TENNIS
NEW YORK — The famed
West Side Tennis Club lost the
ancient U.S. Open but has
gained a fledgling invitational
event, so far unnamed, that
will assemble 12 male professionals this July and be worth
1300,000.
Lamar Hunt, the organizer
of World Championship
Tennis, won out over two rival
groups to form a doubles team
with the West Side Tennis Club
and keep the sport at quaint
Forest Hills.

Sign Pitcher
BLOOMINGTON, Minn.
(AP) —The Minnesota Twins
Wednesday announced the
signing of pitcher John
Minarcin, a 13th round draft
choice in the free agent draft.
Minarcin, a 21-year native
of Oneonta, N.Y., is a 6-foot-2
rigtit-hander who attended
Ithaca College. He was
assigned to Wisconsin Rapids
in the Midwest League.

ea Downtown
-Murray

Truth ysipecialsS4msonite Luggage
Willow

arum
SAVE

Rog. $38 to S7S

Now $15.20 to $31.29
Scandia World Traveler 29"
Rog. $75

Now $30

Quaint)
,Limited)

$900
Salo Pries fira

Costume Jewelry
IsidarliatorfUr

114 S. 5th

-

---- TratIrD
.
ay's
--Sale!

STORES

Friday & Saturday
Fib. 17 1 18

Court Square
753-3614
lion's

Ilea's

Dress Slacks

Jeans

b;.:

Resg 88

Now

New'st
ho

1

Uniforms

****************************************

1

All The CATRSH, white beans, role slaw, french
fries and hushpuppies you can eat only $2.39
Special good Friday, Feb. 17th from 1CF30 a.m.
Saturday, Feb. 18th from 10.30 a.m. di 2 p.m.

till

8 p.m and

Rudy'S Restaurant

Court Square
asyr
49

;:0
. 1 Q2,

-m
1/2--a

s5"& $788a.

lloy's Orissa

Boy's

Pants

Coats

1/2

'3 i'4 sa.

Tennis Shoes
ilee's i lips

Reg s 99 $300 ea.
Mai
Children's

amsonite ti
Luggage

. Sportswear
By Buster Brown& Health Tex

/2 price

pries

1

Ladies

Ladies

Coats

'Sweaters

1/2

$699 of
Price

GQ6/11$ &

Robes
1By
.
.
2:.

Ladies

Shoes

2/$12•• 5599 2/9000
.,

Ladias

Ladles

Sportswear

Dresses

1/2.

1/2.

Dresses
Sportswear
Jackets
Vests
Blouses

Yes, Rudy's will be open this Friday Night, Feb. rth
with this special!

I 20%on

Coati - --

Values to 20 00

Long Dresses

Skirts
Sweaters
Coats
Pants
Handbags
Pantsuits
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Seminar Set On
Smoke Detectors
Contrdl

FRANKKORT
•

WIL
.11.1%1194
3ENzoci•cli.

—AdmidistratIon's

about fire prevention by National Fire Academy will
participating in a special conduct the seminars.
seminar on smoke detectors to "The goal of this seminar is
he offered in Lexington and to train fire service personnel
Madisonville this month. The and others so they can help in
-seminars are sponsored by the their cOmmunifies' fire
office of the state fire marshal prevention programs," said
and the Bureau Of Vocational Bob Estep,state fire marshal.
Education's fire service "The seminar provides information on smoke detectors
training program. _
The Lexington seminar will which, if u:sed correctly, can
be Tuesday. Feb. 21, from 1 reduce fire life, losses and
•
p.m. to 4 p.m. at the Fire injuries."
Department Training Center, There is no charge for the
1375 Old Frankfort Pike. The seminar .and any. interested
Madisonville seminar will be person can pre-register by
Wednesday, Feb. 22, from 9 cdntacting Jim Klosterman,
a.m. to noon at the Health deputy fire marshal, at 502)
Annex, 564-3626 or Bruce R. Piringer,
Occupations
Madisonville State Vocational supervisor of the fire serViee
School, 701 North Laffoon-St. training program, Bureau of
Staff members of the Vocational Education, a% 502)
;3775.
National Fire Prevention .and 561

scholarship program_has. high.schoois. _
been established at. Murray
A charter member of the
State University. by the Liberty Savings Bank, YinMorgan-Haugh. Clinic at cent was a retail clothing
Mayfield in memory of the merchant in Mayfield for
late Bertie., L. Vincent, a more than 40 years. He was a
prominent businessman and member of the Mayfield
community leader. _
school bOard.for more than 20 Two scholarships of $500 years and active in many.
each will be awarded annually community affairs. He died
to high school seniors in Jan. 4, 1977.
_
.
Mayfield or Graves County
.wishing
to
Mrs. Vincent, the former
major
in
Marketing-retail
merchan- Otna Barton of' Folsomdale,
dising at the tinixersity. _ and their son, Dr. Jack VinThe"initial aivarels "will be cent,--are Mayfield' residents.
made for the fall, 1978. Dr. Vincent was a- college
seinester, and application teacher and administrator for
fi-May be—obtained from more than 20 years before
guidance counselors at the returning to Mayfield recently
Mayfield or Graves County to make his home.

Markel Hog-Show
is Set February 21

Owens' Big
Rebate

ON YOUR MOPPING BILL

. jog buy a election of these products totaling at least 51 wits
"Wok
one cash register tape with your purchases circled.

— The West Kentucky Market r
Hag.Show, formerly the West
Kentucky Barrow Show, will
be held Tuesday, February 21,
at the West Kentucky
Livestock
Show
and
Exposition Center at Murray
State University.
The show is open to all
Future Farmers of America
and 4-H Club members as well
as purebred and commercial
swine producers across
Kentucky. This year, either
barrows or gilts may be entered, according to Dr.
Charles Chaney,a professor of
agriculture at the university
and the campus coordinator
for the event.
The hogs will be received at
the center from 6 unti110 a. m.
Tuesday. The on-foot-judging
by Alvin Tingle, a Hampshire
breeder from Eminence, Ky.,
will begin promptly at 10:30 a.
m.
A market hog judging
contest will be held at • the
• conclusion of the on-foot show.
This contest is open to all
adults, 4-H and FFA members
CI the area. Dr. Chaney said,

CORN

Pebble Stone

COFFEE (UPS

MILK

•

/
2Oz.
,
4 61
40

3 Lk.

w/$12.511 Add
gh
wig& Parshas•baled* AM
Tob. I Dairy Predicts
Limit 3Save SW

igp

theft 3San SP
wastLee Ala •
Purchase beledktg
TO.I'airy Products

ir

32 Oz

19'

Ajax

LIQUID CLEANSER

69'

28 oz.

PEACHES

29 Oz.

17 oz

3/1

,

Duncen-Hines
All Flavors

99c
59'

GREEN
BEANS

16 Oz

PopsRite 2L6. Bog

POPCORN

35'
59'

Yellow

Lb Bog

Campbell's
Chicken Noodle

Fresh Bat

RADISHs,S2/29c

10 Oz. 5/1

Meat Makes The Mea

GRAPEFRUIT

APPLES

89

There's No Finer MeatThan Owen's Best
A

Boneless Boston
Butt

Lean

lb

12C

Illinois Red Delicious

.

HAM $189 PORK
1
STEAK

Lb

Florida Pink

5 Lb.

/
1 2 or Whole

I Li? Box

FLORIDA fi
5Lbtiai
ORANGES 77 POTATOES $119 ONIONS
io
I

15oz. 3/
$

Owens'Famous
Pit Baked

49c
CAKE MIX 181/4oz 69'

U. S. No. 1
Idaho

Del Monte

SPINACH

KRISPEY
CRACKERS_

PRODUCE BUYS OF THE WEEK

Del Monte

SWEET
PEAS

Sunshine

Del Monte Cut

Del Monte
Halves or Slices

16 Oz

2/39c

MACARONI

.•
•
411 •:
89
.
c •
•

1,

19'

$1 3

PORK

ROAST

Lb.

Lb.

$119

Extra Lean

GROUND
CHUCK
109
$

. Lb

„i
slp

CHICKEN
FRY .
STEAK
$179' BREAST
Fresh

During
COMPLETE OFFICE °TRUTH DAYS
MURRAY'S MOST
STORE
OUTFITTERS ANO SUPPLY
)7. 176s 18
F71

Armour-Boneless

Lb •

akes

OFFICE

S.

Parkay

•

1
:OLEO

TUNA

•
•

,
C
„11ICK
. E
, N.

in

7/
1
2 Oz;.,

,

$
69

CIW

CORN MEAL
MIX

Bones
Speoial
Both Items With $25.1111

PINEAPPLE
JUICE

SOUP

6 Points

Red Ceoss
Elbo 70z.

Chicken of Sea no,

Del Monte

TRUTH DAYS

Price
Reduced
To —

39'
81'

6 Points

Pick Up Rebate
Coupons At Owens

.e

•

Gal

SALAD
DRESSING

72

Calculator

, no-re
on Alcoh
Poultry
Mdk or •

Hyde Pork

Iv
****************

EL-1057
10-Digit Desk Top
2-t4ior Printing

/89t
2/

32 oz

4( For evidence leading to the arrest and conviction of _kr
4( the person who took a box from Mrs. Roy Norsworthy's car. The car was parked at 209 15th Street 1[
and the box contained account receivable checks .0(
and CASH! Call Rickman and Norsworthy Lumber
Co!! 753-6450.

200i.

st.
6 Points

,
4

****************
$25000 REWARD *
.0(

59c
PINEAPPLE

Doi Monte
Sliced in Juice

*NI
rsiirict
mows

19

FLOUR
Niblet Whole
Kernel 12 Oz.

Owens'
Big Rebate

send for a

enallaunnarAl.

Gold Medal
Plain 5 Lb

Heinz

emphaiizing
that
parIicipation in the show and
judging contests have been
excellent over the years,
particularly on the part of the
youth.
Once judged live, the hogs
will be taken to the Reelfoot
Packing Company in Union
City, Tenn., to be slaughtered
and their carcasses graded.
Since this year's show involves both barrows and gilts,
all animals entered must be
slaughtered, Chaney said.
Dr. York Varney, meat
extension specialist at the
thuyersity of Kentucky, will
judge the carcaseses and the
winning ones announced
Thursday at an awards
banquet in Winslow Cafeteria
on the campus, beginning at
6:30 p. m.
The show, one of the
highlights of the year in the
university's agriculture
department, is sponsored
jointly by the Kentucky
Department of Agriculture in
cooperation
with
the
university and the Extension
Service and State Vocational
Agriculture Department.

8-7 Ilms.-Tbers.
8-8 Fri.-Sat.

WE WRY ACCEPT FOOD STAMPS
SHOPPING DAY REBATE!

40.

--

0

We Isms Ms Rigid Ti LW Oustiliss

1407 W. MAIN. PHONE 753-4681

.•••

MSU Scholarship
Recognizes Vincent

•

A

•

Deli Roost

PRODUCTS,P.LC

Wert,
114 Iis Ma.•
kAtstr,v • 410
0113
Phone'Si

BEEF
.r
y it
Open Til 8 p.m.Sada
•

$
Lb.

98

Lb.

99c

VfAL
ROAST

Lb.

Lb

,
IL

Pit Cooked Bar-B-Q

PORK

5169

PORK CUTLET
$1 39

ci $
Lb.

59

Pit Cooked Bar-B-C)

BEEF

5269
Lb.

FRANKFQRT, Ky.(AP) - style program.
....The exemption of the state
The state Senate Wednesday
*: sales tax lrom utility bills is, voted to recommit two bills
..!_appare_ntly dead for this._"calling for the sales tax
exemp ion
session o
t e General_
Appropriations and Revenue
Assembly, losing ont--to-an.-.. administration energy stamp- Committee, a Move seen as
killing them.
The fate of the sales tax
exemption - which had been
a major issue in several
legislative races last fall was sealed when its major
backer, Sen. Ed Ford, 13Cythiana, made the motion to
recomit.
Ford, who was abiss-- to
FILM, FUSS CMS,
marshal enough support last
CAMERAS,FRAMES
Friday to defeat a similar
Arttroft Studios
move, conceded he did not
lists. ledi 753-411.13
I,'.. Portelog At leo;Dew
have the votes to pass the bills
and released those senators

obligated to vote with him.
We have talked long and
hard on the &laity sales tax,"
For
"
votes to pass Senate Bill 100
today. I have put a lot of
people on the spot and I now
release my good friends."
An amendment to -Senate
Bill 100, which would have
removed a form of double
taxation where school taxes
are applied to utility bills,
called for the sales tax
exemption.
A similar amendment was
attached-40-a House-pasased
bill granting etemption from
the sales and use tax to
gasoline and other fuels used
in farm tractors. Ttilt bill was
also recommitted.

CHAIR SALE
UPHOLSTERED CHAIRS ;:r

'49"
1915

Swivel Rockers rim gmdt) imm prmm so t5
Swivel Rockers

Swots, Pro

Swivel

Rockers nitsmaid
_

Swivel

Rockers(a!aged)ts‘ Haft,VS

.

180.95

'79"
'119"

Swivel Rockers aj,Siod)Iss Ina

The sales tax removal had
been opposed by Gov. Julian
Carroll, who said it would cost
wou • not
benefit the low-income people
who most need tax relief.
Carroll had released his
alternative to the tax removal,
a fuel cost supplement
program, earlier in the day.
That program would make
annual payments of $40 to $100
to needy families.
While Ford had been able to
keep the measures from being
recommitted Friday, enough

will be an issue again two

years from now."
Sen.

Larry

R-

Let's Stay Well

Spine Fractures Managed
Cast And Early Exercis

ssis vs

fire
-" Police

Rescue
Ambulance

153-101
751-filf
1534952
153-9337

Hospital

Ileedltne

_-

broken, as often occurs in
these injuries..The body of
the vertebra is cracked or
crushed such as by falling
on the buttocks- and "compressing" the spine. The
location of the fracture can
be seen on X-rays:

hospital.
She is worried about his
standing lap on
Thrrd (The sman the:.
soon and- fears that Ida
bick IS bent forward so
spine may later be dethat the front of the spine is

bring us yours for extra
copies. Made from any
size into any size.
Wallets low as 24 cents, 8
x 10 $2.40. Fast service.
Artcraft, 118 South 12th.,
753-0035. Free parking
lot, use our rear entrance.

FREE
Rearing Aid
Service Center
9 a.m.-12:00Noon
Friday, 17th

Wallis Drug Store
Murray, Ky.

If You
Need Then,-

Auntl•bad

Bolton' of Seaton

WATKINS
Products.
Contact
Holman Jones,217 South
13th., phone 753-3128.

FOR

•

75141-3t753 1535

shifted to the unbroken
parts of the vertebra by
overextending. the spine

1 Black Vinyl is, v.ply ts

_

(omprehensite
(are
Poison (wept
*tor (dims

In
cast and soon allowed to be the treating such cases,
weight bearing is
and about and out of the

1 Herculon Plaid las Mu SH vs

753-6611
753-75U
753-0919
753-N1ED

753--12I1

---

YOUR NEED is our
concern. NEEDLINE,
753-6333.

BELTONE FACTORY
fresh batteries. Wallis
Drug Store, Murray, Ky.
Call 738-1271.

Social Con _
Committee and
The Ledger &
Times
BELTONE - FACTORY
fresh batteries. Wallis
Drug Store, Murray, Ky.
Call 753-1272.

of

Many More Recliners All Muted Down

ALL LIVING ROOM SUITS NAKED OOVIR

Come See Where You Save Money

"Where They Service What They Sall"

753-4872

YEAH. WHY POE5
HE RATE A
STATUE 2 WHAT
MAKES HIM 60
IMPORTANT?

formed and painful.
Mrs. N. W. asks,'How
- can the-bone heal properly
Us,* his spine
and moiiing about?'
--. aulging-Jrom--

description, your Son fractured the body or front part
Olds lusnbar,yertebra, but
the arches in the back part
xi( the vertebra were not

LOST FEMALE blue tick
coon dog, near Hazel.
Call 492-8646.

convicted forward.) A cast
itiplaced around the body
from thelNelvis qpjo the
chest to hold the spine in
this hyperexteltded position.
Such a cast is often -a
- burden to wear-However,
it relieves the pain and
allows the patient to be up
Aid iboutiihile-the front of
the vertebra is healing. In
about six weeks, the cast is
__removed and is replaced
by a back brace which is
worn for an additional period of six to eight weeks.
X-rays can be made to
check the progress of the
healing of the fracture.
If bed rest had to be
continued throughout the
extended healing period.
the patient's muscles
would weaken from lack of
nm
exercise, and
lions from clots in the
veins of the legs and pelvis
would tend to give trouble.
The psychological benefits
of being up and about,even
with a plaster cast, are
obvious. Early ambulation
and a short hospital stay
reduces the cost of care.
Experience shows that
this treatment usually
heals such fractures satisfactorily -without
deforynity or chronic,
pain, depending on the severity of the injury.

Newt, Sartety and
Sports753-1918.
Retail Displat advertising 753-1919.
Classified Display,
Classified Circulation and the Business
Office
may
be
reached on 753/9 /6 and 7534917.

PIANO IN STORAGE
Beautiful
spinet-console
stored locally Reported like
new. Responsible party can
take at big savings on low
payment balance. Write
Piano, Joplin, Missouri
6.*1.

La 29-Nay 1
Apil 21.23
Mi, 13
Mi, 26-29

-n
All display ads,
classified
displays
and regular display,
must be submitted
by 12 noon, the day
before publication.
A 11
_r e_asLe r

classifieds must be
_submitted by Macon-the day- before_
Publication.

MANAGER

FABRIC
STORE - Opportunity
for a mature woman in a
managerial capacity.
Must-have a-good retail
background, ability to

supervise personnel and
a knowledge of sewing.
Please send resume to:
Harmel,
Inc.,
712
Broadway, Kansas City,
Missouri 64105. Personal
interviews, will-Aeheld
- our-- - new;
NeedIeWomallFabrics
store,- located in the
Central Shopping Center
next to the Cine Central Twin Theatre in about
two weeks.
ADDRESSERS
WANTED Immediately!
Work at home - no experience necessary excellent pay. Write
American Service, 8350
Park Lane, Suite_ 299,.
- Dallas, TX -75231.

SALES LADIES FABRIC
STORE-enjoy the fun
, and pleasure of working
-in a fabric store. There
-are now openings for
•-qualified sales ladies in
beautiful
-netif--=
a
Fabric
Needlewoman
Store located in the
Shopping
Central
Center, next to the C,ine
Central TO/in The.atre.
Ladies replying to this
ad should have a good
background,
retail
experience in fabrics
of
knOwledge
and
r
seviittg-2 Excellent opgenerous
portunities,
benefits and employees
discounts. Send resume
to: Harmel, Inc., 712
Broadway, Kansas City,
Missouri 64105. Personal
interviews will be held
in our store in about two
weeks.

PENNTRILE TOURS OFFERS
He. 25-Aar. I

146
/Mr 70-Aso

4

A. 6-Aug 25
Arc 26,1911
Son 1-24
Soot 211-0c1.8

SPOON/ IN Ili SOUT14-6sOmbirs. rwih, NC
Charkoles, S C. Salami ANIMA. 6i
IIIIIIIANS11116-1ASION61011 CHEM IROSSON
FESTIVAL
NATOLI. Mi. NW ALOIS. LI 90100 Of TN
IOU SOTO IOW COT, 101601. 10
0I101 11,31100 (LOUISVILLE %KW 1131116101
NANIOOSNIS, SILIKELLOWI)
OHMS - Cittle Otf ouu NAME
IMF YON MAIO IOW (A* kw Nolo& Ti..
Irsidrior Own
NOWA TULIP 1011111 WOMAN KADUNA( 19.1110
MALIN HOMY 41
COMA IKKIDE
RANO IOW Of fUtOlif 11(0113 (Al) ftilUefe
RANCE SWITIBIAND MONACO 11111 IUST/11
NOVA SC0111
PACIFIC NOUNIVIST (Yahwism (wok. Wort
Woo Pat
STENO FOUR SNOT IMOS101111.P.
RAII3 Of IN VIM. SCARNIPIA. NM?.
SIV081.IMAM
Eflt ORAN MIMIIOW

Oct. 13-15
Oct. 20-22

Not. 3-18

DOWN
Dec. 9

1 Meeting
room

2 Appellation
of Athena
3 Defeat
(
4 Rope for
restricting
animal
6 Washes
.,14111.1Y
6 Netive
15 For fear
metal
that
16 Openwork , 7 I mpiove
[TEA
Descendents
8
fabric
28.Domon. ____... mune__
9 1.111g
17 Mafia
42 Barracuda
29 River-in
salmon ..
1 &whips •
Scotland 43Weary
to Preposition .
20 Having
44 Check
30
4G
11 Negate
Spiny
47
6 Gaelic
lic
Plagued
ol
19 Sea eagle
points
35 Dine
21 Garden - 220!
,home
36
tool
23 Vast age
48 Golf
d
M
e:prie
24 Pronoun
24 Disdains
wounds
37 Barrier
25 Mountain
27 Dwell
._36 Compass. 51 Sign of,
itidiac
point
•• Carrying
39 man's
- device
-32 Milos
a
10 ii
33 Raises the
I
Mir
Spirit of
III "
ill
i, EMI
47 Aided
40 Dine •
111
I
41,Emplo y
07111.1
42 Layers
_u1,u
-45Weer
a
Ill
23
Indignant
711 79 30
77
75 11 III
at
49 Baker's
illS
products
MI
39
50 College
''
degree
40
Alibbr
1.1
52 Woody 46 47 ill
as
plant
Mil
so
5
i
53 Great Lake
37
49
1
--34 Lamprey
54
55 Achial
illIiU
idUUi
being
39
So
56 Care for
III
_57 Fish eggs'
513•Soak

mu

LATER, WHEN WE VrLATER-wmeree?
HOW FAR CAN
GET SOME SAP..
THeY'LL WASH OFF. WE GET WITHSTOP WHINING
OUT SUNS ?

COOK AND CAR HOPS.
Apply in person Sonic
Drive In. -

PERSON INTERESTED
IN
management
position. Major cor- poration expanding in
Western Kentucky. Call
for appointment only,
753-3763

OcI. 27-29

I *Oft
T he
unlawfully
8 Potato
(collog.)
12 Century
plant
13 Anger
14 Sleeveless

THE PHANTOM

WORLD ROOK - Child
repSales
Craft.
resentative wanted. Cal
Mrs. Copes, 1-898-7877
after 5 p.m. L-13.

Lull 8-lb

Crossword Puzzler
ACROSS

MAC, WHAT
ABOu T THESE
SKULL MARKS 2

Hopkins,

Lexington, said he also had no

Sons, Stripes, Healed,
Justified, Faith, Peace,
Patience, Tribulations,
Holy Ghost, Infirmities,
Sicknesses, Transgressions, Iniquities,
Chastisement, Bruised.
These sixteen words are
very important in the
life of Christians! If you
have not yet learned the
vital importance of
the-se ' words to °your
spiritual life, call 7530984 for chapter and
verse answers from the
HoTy-Bible.

/mergence
Humane Society

-thirhospftalfor afewdays:
-Mart'fit--was-priteed-tn-m-

1 Olive Herculon

nutted Carroll's proposal had
potential, he promised "this

argument at this time with
Carroll's proposal, but he
thought the senators owed a
moral obligation to the
citizens of the state to vote on
the utility tax exemption.
senators switoedto support!
._ 112e_Senate Wednesday also
leadership move to delay a passed a bill to. place tighter
vote until Wednesday.
restrictions on persons ofThe delay was go give fering get rich quick business
Carroll time to reveal his opportunities.
plan, which
alternative
The
measure, recomcaused Ford to loose his mended by the governor's
support.
Consumer Advisory Council,
Sen. David Karem, D- would require persons of:Louisville, who switched --feting -nonelisiti
,
business
-Wednesday, said he thought ventures to register with the
Ford had made a good effort state post a bond and would
to provide 'relief to Ken- grant persons buying such
tuckians for their rising fuel opportunities a 30-day cooling
bills, but he also felt the ad- off period in which they could
ministraltion had made a cancel the deal.

Mrs. N. W.asks about
The treatment her son
received for a recent fracture of one of his lumbar
vertebrae while skiing.He
was disabled at first because of pain and had to be

Slraighl Chain No seed) he rm., sn ts

curl( ientious effort to grant
relief.
While Ford conceded the

ii

ill

Bill MI" hi

ild1111

US

Dec. 26, 1978
Jan 2. 1979
RID( BROOKS BUS LINE DELUXE MOTORCOACHES WHERE AMICABLE
AIR TOURS AS NOTED
FOR INFORMATION AND FREE BROCHURE. WRITE OR CALL Mrs Gilk
Blackwood. foie lItoresentatirt, 203 Soon bet SI . Murray 14.
42011 or 41153-2827 Wier 5.00 p a on Weekdays orweekends

Buzzin'around the county, we have rested and sold.some
honeys...
Youl be the Queen Bee with security, comfort and
beauty Wag Ss Ws three bedroom lands, lisseeetwAry
kitchen, great ro6in, double garage, located S minutes
from Murray. .4'
Owner has been transferred this week from his hive Double doors bring you into a large living room, kitcfsen
with dining, paneled attic, 16, acre.11.Mriced in the
Be the keeper
rtitt complex. Near University.
Good invest

-

(I)
-

COTc smell the

honeywride... 2 bedroom niobile home
with many extras built-in shelves for your stereo-MI.0y
bed for your quest_ .. well kept... 34 acre for privacy. Cal
753-1492 today.
Make a beeline lih‘ghormand call us about this commercial lot NeaMilkollAig lion
Let me put a bee in,your bonnet. I bedroom 2 bath
brick. decorative wallpaper, fireplace, unique front entry,
fireplace, roomy back yard. Located in Southwest school
district.
Buzz by our office at 1200 Sycamore or give us a beat at
753-1492.

.

sie

Pe
PACE i 4 THE MURRAY, Ky., LEDGER & TIMES, Thursday, febrvary 16, 1978
-

6. Help Wanted

15 Arndt!. For

SI'.1e

16 Home Furnish..igs

VA.IP rr..'Jb 111'

liay Time
Waitress
Only
Apply in person of

4,000 watt four stack
-Matthews, $34.99. Wallin
^• Hardware, Paris.

Pagliar s
10. Business Opportunit)
LOANS AVAILABLE fOr
existing business, new
;business start ups. first
„ and_ second mortgage
loanS, signature
upto $25,000,-Tifi'm loans
some 6'2 per cent loans.
All projects oonsidered.
1-502-885-1795
Call
between 3 and 11.p. m.,7
days a week.
11 irsurance

IT'S TERRIFIC the way
we're selling Blue
Lustre to clean rugs and
upholstery.
Rent
shampooer. Western
Auto, home of -Wishing
wa Gift Shop."

8' POOL TABLE. Just
like new. Call 753-4566
between 8:30 and 5.

ATTENTION FARMERS
All eligible Ian,clowners and farmers
WOOD FOR SALE, $25
can now get group indelivered. Call 437-4319.
surance - (Excess
Major Medial - at
THERMO-TILE in_low .group rates. For a
brochure
call- sulating ceiling tile.
free
Easy to install. Can be
Bennett and Associates,
stapled
over sheet rock.
Street,
203 South 5th
Three patterns to choose
Murray, 753-7273 or 759from. Economically
1486.
priced. Murray Lumber
Co., 753-3161:
_
_
Who financed
our new pick-up? ..15 CUBIC IT." chest
freezer. Five years old.
Excellent condition.
$150. Call 436-2532.

tress and box Springs.
• Stearns di Foster, excellent condition, clean.
$95. Call 753-9567 after 5.

FOR RENT - Five room
house, 2 miles North of
Murray. Call 753-4566
between 8:30 and 5.

FIVE PIECE dinette set.
Very good condition.
$50. Call 753-3383.

TWO BEDROOM furnished, all electric
home. It block from
campus. References and
deposit required. No
pets. Prefer couples.
Call 753-9829 after 5 p.m.

19 Farm Equipment
1947 FERGUSON tractor
with all equipment,
Good ccaidITTOTI Call'753.8563'
4430 TRACTOR with 20.8
duals. 1300 hours.
Crouse
disc,
18'
hydraulic fold. Call after
5, 753-4503.
4020 JOHN DEERE
tractor. 3972 model, Call
753-2347.
TD 14 DOZER with low
boy in good condition.
For $10,000. Call 901-2352704.
•
20 Sports Equipment
10 GAUGE Ithaca pump
gun. Like new. Call 7531208.
FOR SALE Baby
piano. Interested parties
only. Call 1-362-4072.

BALDWIN PIANOS and
AIR CONDITIONER,
organs, used pianos.
12,000 BTU. Two years
Lonardo Piano - Co.
old. $115. Call 753-8438.
• across from Post Offide,
MFA Insurance,
Paris, To...
FOR SALE PIE Safe,
that's who!
--e ernpier 4 drawer, chest. GIBSON L6-A guitar with
Three coffee mills, 3
case-. TWo years
brass lamps. Call 1-362excellent condition. Call
4072 evenings.
753-8046.

Ronnie Ross
?of 4,75319489

23. Exterminating,
FOR SALE

55 Gallon
Drums

14 Want To Buy
CASH PAID f9r old gold,
-got& rings,---old--4eye---glasses and d
`
Call 759-16 13 after. 6
. o'clock.
„
WANT TO .BUY . youth
bed, must be in good
condition. Call 767-4252.
WANT TO BUY crib must
be in sturdy condition.
Call .767-4383._
_ _

WANT. TO BUY John
. Deere lawn mower. 10,
12.,,or 14 horse. Call 4354429,
GOOD tISED MOBILE
homes. Call 1-527-8.322.
15. Articles For Sale
FIREWOOD FOR SALE.
Quick delivery, $15.00
and up. All Hickory
available. Call 759-1701.

Thornton
& Marble
612 So. 9th
_
18 Serving
NOW
IN
STOCK.
Columbia
Minerva
Orlon acrylic yarns in 4
ply worsted weight,
sports weight, also baby
and fingering weight.
Many pattern books and
leaflets. Over 30 designs
in painted latch hook
canvas. Complete color
line of pre-cut or skein
rug yarn. All types
embroidery
and
needlepoint. Complete
line of accessories for all
Needlearts. 15 per cent
Senior Citizen discount.
Also professional
monogramming done by
Eva. Phone 753-3855.

AUCTION!
hot 1000 /4 M
leesi Ce Eat ce sale
Location: At T. L. liskew's farm, Dower, Tn. Take
State Hwy. 18 toward Erin. Will be at intersection of
Leatherwood,Staadiag Reck a Nay. 18. Appx.$ miles
from Royer,Teen.
Dee etweare 11 1/11

1 - riding lawn mower, 1 - garden tiller, 1 - 1966-600
series Ford truck with 18 ft. cattle bed and hoist, 1
owner, 1 - 1968 Ford Pickup with flat bed, 1 - Sup C
Farmall tractor, 1 - Sup A Farmall tractor, 1 - Sup
M Farman 3 pt. hitch, 1 - 460 Farman, 2 - farm
trailer wagons, 1 - Sup A Farman cultivators, 1 - Sup
A mower, 1 - Sup C. planter, 1 - Sup A front mounted
disk plow,1 -Sup A bottom plow, 2- Sup C mowers,1
- 7 ft. N. H. cutter conditioner, 1 - Owatonna grinder
mixer, 1 - H. & M. front end loader, 1 - 125 I. H.
manure spreader,like new,3-hydraulic cylinders, 1
- 3 gang - 2 pt. bottom plow, 1 - 3 pt. hitch - 2 bottom
plow, 1-3 pt. post hole digger, 1 -6 ft. side winder-tow
type bush hog,1 - Holland tobacco setter, 1-6 ft. I. H.
disk, 1 - 5 ft. I. H. disk, 1 - I. H. bog disk, 1- 309 N. I. 1
row corn picker, 1 - 016 I. H. hay rake, 1 - 046 I. H.
baler, 1 - trailer type spray rig & pump, 1 - P.T.O.
seeder, 1 -1. H. drag type planter, & fert. boxes, 1 -8
ft. I. H. wheel disk, sealed bearing, like new, 1 cultipacker, 1 - 8 ft. EZ flow, 1 - tow type 6 ft. rotary
cutter, 1 - disk plow for M Farman, 1 - fait bottom
plow for C Farman,2 - C mowers,1 - set metal cattle
racks for PAL, scoop shovels, tobacco barn vents,
log chains, 200 burlap bags, tap & die sets, 7 bales
.1.14.4cArtsal. drums, several metal cattle feeders,
tarpaulins;drills, wrenches, hand tools of all kinds,
concerete block & brick, 300 ft. 2" plastic pipe, 1 chain saw, lots & lots of other items. Collector
Specials: 1-hand corn sheller, 1-cross cut saw, 1 mule hay rake, 4 - wash kettles. 1 - pie safe, mule
plow& hames.
Note: Mr. Askew will give away old silver dollars
from his collecton. Be present! Auctioneer's Note:
Mr. Askew has sold his farm, making this sale
necessary.

BOGARD REALTY & AUCTION CO.
Office 1 mile North of Dover, To.
U S Highway 79
615-232-5150
aneouncentenres day

7

FREE

Termite
Inspection
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43 Real Estate

TWO BEDROOM house in
Lynn Grove for rent.
month.
$160
per
Available March 1. Call
247-0255 Mayfield.
36 For Rent Or lease
Mini
Warehouse
Storage Space
For Rent
753-4758
31.livestock

Supplies

16 PIGS FOR SALE. Call
436-5454.
IMPROVE YOUR HERD
with Herefords and
polled Herefords at
Kentuelly -Lake
Hereford - A.ssociation
February 18th noon at
Murray, Ky. College
Sale pavilion selling 15
bulls, 15 heifers, 10
cows. Contact Jimmy
Ed Hart, Pinson, Tenn.
Phone 901-988-5419.
38. Pets

Supplies

REGISTERED American
Eskimo -Spite 'puppie4.Call Paducah, 554-4412.
AKC _ REGISTERED Shepherd
German
puppies. Selid black,
solid white. Black and
silver. Call Paducah,
554-4412.
•

MOBILE HOMES and
mobile home spaces for
rent, at Riviera Courts.
, Call 753-3280.
32. Apartments for Rent
TWO BEDROOM duplex,
central heat and air.
Storey Ave., behind
:Jerry's. $145 month.
Stove and refrigerator !
furnished. Call 753-8631.
ONE BEDROOM furnished apartment, 21
/
2
miles. On Highway 121
North. Call 753-3139.
NEW TWO BEDROOM
-Townhouse apartment.
Range, refrigerator,
dishwasher, disposal,
Washer and dryer
hookup, all carpet;
central heat and air.
Call 753-7550.
ONE BEDROOM furnished apartment
suitable for married
couple or single. Call
753-4808,

•

43 Real Estate

43 Real Estate

Yoll_41/8%

REMODELED COUNTRY HOME. 5 reom
frame, large kitchen,
lots of cabinets. Stable
for stock, smoke house.
Level 1 acre lot. Located
on Bethel Chureti Road.
Only $14,500. Call or
come by 105 N. 120,
Boyd Majors Real
Estate,753-8080.
LOOKING FOR that
special lot to build on
this spring? Look no
further! Located in
lovely - C,noterbury
Estates we have an ideal
lot for a split level. Take
a look at this lot located
at 1514 Oxford Drive
then call Linda Drake,._
753-049'2 or dome by our
office far further
details. Be ready to
build this spring. John
C. Neubauer, Realtor,
505 Main St. 753-0101 or
753-7531.

if You've Tried The Rest,
Now Try The Best
Grocery Store-New Providence area with good
gross. All fixtures and stock stay with sale. 34
acre lot. $27,500.
138 Acre Farm - Over 100 acres tendable for
row crop farming. Tobacco bases with property.
Approx. ½ mile of blacktop frontage. t886/,acre.
3300 341 ft. of living elegance - Central heat &
air, 2 car garage, den with fireplace, recreation
room,custom built for gracious living. Must see.
$57,500.
Investment Property - Duplex plus extra tot
with mobile home hook-up. Both Sides rented,
within 2 mi1es4 city limits. All for
only $31,500.

43 Real Estate

vIEFTM:

Let
KOPPERUD
pasture for 250 cow
through
KOPPERUD
REALTY show you how
herd. Will lease, rent or
REALTY, 711 Main. We
to save money and have
pay maintenance. Call
have had many inquiries
FREE RENT too! Good
753-8855.
regarding all types of
home at an affordable
farm land And acreage
price,
features
3 5.
tracts. If you have a
bedrooms, central heat,
Wont to rent row crop
farm or acreage tract to
den with Franklin
land, also tobacco base.
sell, contact us at 753Fireplace and solid
Reply to Box 321.
1222. Also if you have
wood paneling, modern
been wanting to purkitchen, backyard patio,
chase acreage, contact
brick Bar-B-Q, modern
us for an update on
workshop, and -quiet
properties
listed for sale
country living o111.1_ 2_
in Calloway County. We
miles from city limits. -PRICE REDUCED 61,000
this lovely home
at
KOPPERUD
Act quick on this
located 6 miles west of
REALTY provide a
genuine bargain. Low
Murray in scenic, quiet
complete range of Real
30's. Phone 753-1222,
location. Fireplace adds
Estate Service. Phone
Kopperud Realty for all
cozy note to this 3
us today.
your real estate needs.
bedroom brick rancher.
Other features include
REALTORS
SIXTY-FOUR acres of
central heat and air,
good farmland for sale.
attached 2 car garage,
This islocated in Graves
plus additional separate
County. Farm has two
garage ideal for storage
large grain storage bins,
or workshop. Priced in
South 12th at Sycamore
tobacco barn with side
mid 30's and owners
sheds, tool house, two
TELEPHONE 753.1861
want offer! Phone
bedroom house and is
KOPPERUD REALTY, TWO BEDROOM
fenced. This is located
frame
753-1222 for more inon a good gravel road
house in Stella. Call 753formation.
only one mile from
9396.
blacktop state road:
Thinking of buying a
farm, then you will want
to consider this rine:
Bob Rodgers,753-7116 or
John'-• C. -"Nenbanei;
Realtor, 505 Main St.
753-0101 or 753-7531.

_LJUST usTEO 2 bedroom
frame, recently
Kelly's Termite
redecorated ... very
clean, located on ap& Pest Control
proximately 1 acre lot.
Nemo' ogroe41 end etwor.t.1
III
Priced in the teens.
nen.4.
ing• WI, Maine =Pa Oa
OS IMINaled
We'd like to hear from
100 South 13th St.
you, That's__right, we
Phone 753-3914
would like to hear from
Roaches,Sliver Ftsl.
you when you have a
and Shrubs
real estate need. In a
very real sense, this
office
is
your
0.7101>,i
headquarters and our
staff is here to help you.
Call us at 753-1492 or
26
Radio
stop by your -ceal estate
FOUR YEAR OLD color
service center at 1200
Motorola TV, $120.
Sycamore.
Excellent shape. Call
753-7765_
_
KOPPERUD REALTY
27 Mobile Home Sales
has five full-time sales
professionals to assist
1964 PARK WOOD,10 x 51.
you in Real Estate
Good condition. $2100.
matters. If you have a 250 ACRE FARM on
Call 753-3855.
black top highway 8 mi.
question regarding any
n.w. from Murray, Ky.
phase
of
real
estate
1974 DOUBLE WIDE
175 acres in croplandactivity, give us a call at
trailer, 24 x 44, all
has 20 acre water shed
753-1222,
or
stop
our
by
electric.
Unfurnished
lake. Can be used for conveniently located
except for stove and
general farming or
office at 711 Main. We at
refrigerator. Call 753developed as mini farms
Kopperud Realty want
7474.
and water front lake
to be YOUR Real Estate
29. Mobile Home Rentals
lots. Possession with
People.
TWO BEDROOM house
deed. Priced $700.00 per
trailer and 3 bedroom
acre. Claude L. Miller,
68 ACRES located east of
house trailer. Both real
Realtor 753-51.4 phones
Puryear,
Tn.
on
nice. Call 753-9809.
753-3059. Office over
blacktop road. This can
Rexall Drug Store.
be bought for less than
TWO BEDROOM trailer
$600.00 per acre. About
for rent at Shady Oaks.
55 acres are tendable.
Call 489-2533.
Purdom & Thurman
Nearly 75 per cent of the
Insurance
farm has good barb wire
& Real Estate
MOBILE HOME spaces
fencing.
souti,,,d. Court Squore
John
C.
for families. Coach
Neubauer, Realtor, 505
Murray, Kentucky
Estates
and
Fox
Main St., 753-0101 - 753753-U5
Meadows, South 16th,
7531.
753-3855.

ters
L/C11011111PS
11.0. llopan1

LItrnIjrit

MI lir

WOOD FOR SALE, will
deliver. Call 437-4617.

REFRIGERATOR.
electric stove. Wurlitzer
organ
with
Leslie
speakers.
Remington
chain saw. Call 753-4865.

34 Houses For Rent

The
Boston
Tea Party
Ii 1773...

it's Going To Ilappon
Again... Watch
'
For It.

Individual
Purchaser
wants to buy farm.
Reply to Box 3211.

miles West of Midway
on Ky. 1828. Very good
and splendid building
sites. 410 foot frontage.
$12,000. Call 492-8702.

LOCATED SIX miles
southeast
of
New
Concord, 185 acres. This
property has many
potentials, from farming to development.
Good road access
maintained by the
county. Call John
Neubauer or check with
our office John C.
Neubauer, Realtor, 505
Math St. 753-0101 or 7537531.

*11
Irbi
l
WILSON
126 Acres Caoopfotoly few
sod vr116 mot cr000-foomod,
52 morel toodololo. ii.. wall,
dodo born, tam* bore
boo. Located is Tooker&rind howl.
The lama losonoco sod
tool foots Agosey,
We
Wiped to solve yew nal
astute moods for over IS
Tows. If you ore o boys/ or
maw ioml we am loo of sorties to Too.
753-3263 Anytime

Waldrop Realty
"In Business
Since 1956"
733-54•46

Auction*
Sehrday, February 11 at II cm. at the late Otis
Formless hese at Sew Concord Ky. located north
at the Sew Sweat'harsh of Christ.
Will set the followitit: Antique(a dresser;:061sewing machine, magazine rack, picture
frames, old mule whjp, egg basket, white hen on nest, iron kettle and skillets, 2 kerosene lamps,
small table, match holder, lantern, smoothing
irons, 4 piece bedroom suit, rocking chair, kitchen table and chairs, small bed, couch and
chair,elec.fan and heater, quilts and bed linens,
all kinds of waking utensils, alum, cookware,
lots of old dishes, and wooden handled silverware,elec. stove, riding lawn mower (Huffy 8 hp
like new),all kinds of hand tools, 20 ga. modified
pump shotgun, quilt box, churn dasher and lid,
meat box and lots of trinkets and other items.
Detailed announcements day of sale, not
responsible for accidents, eats and drinks
available. For all _your auction needs and information call
Bob (Frosty) new Terry Shoemaker
4124614
43114321
Auctioneers

ROBERTS REALTY NEEDS YOU!!!
Ready for ge sun to shine? It will shine on you if
you will check out the following listings at
ROBERTS REALTY.111 North 7th Street. Three bedroom,one & a half
baths, full basement. Excellent rental, residential or business property. Central Gas heat.
$77,500.

Williams Street. Beautiful building lot_ with
trees. 100 x 145. $5,500.00.
13434 Olive. Beautiful, large home with lots of extras plus three apartments in back for an extra
income. Near University. $89,000.00.

Scenic Acres Subdivision. Two bedroom mobile
home on large lot. Carpet, range, refrigerator
and lots more! Near Kentucky Lake.67,500.00.

Dr. Douglas Road. Neat, two bedroom,
aluminum siding house with beautiful fireplace
and one acre of land for only $16,500.00 or include
the six acres across the road for only $20,500.00.

New Concord. Five room house, freshly
decorated, carpet, storm doors and windows,air
tra large lot. Ideal retirement home or good start
for the newly wed $10,000.00.

One-half mile North of Tri-City. large, older
home in excellent tondition. Beautiful yard with
twelve fruit trees and garden spot. This place
must be seen to appreciate it! $36,500.00.

Mt. Carmel-Valentine Road. Extra neat four
room, aluminum siding home. Fireplace, new
well and purnp,one acre of land. $15,000.00.

813 Coldwater Road. Unique business building on
large lot. Central gas heat, central electric air.
Near University. $32,000.00.

Coles Campground Road. Only three miles from
Murray. Four bedrooms, fireplace, carpet,
range,storm doors and windows. $27,000.00.

Cherry Corner Road. Brick veneer home on
three acres of land. Range, dishwasher, carpet,
drapes,storm doors and windows.$36,000.00.

Main Street. Large older home with central gas
beat and electric air. Storm doors and windows,
upstairs ready for completion, range,
refrigerator, drapes,fireplace. 817,500.00.

Panorama Shores. Large home, aluminum
siding exterior, central electric heat, fireplace,
drapes,carpet,full basement. $34,000.00.

014 South 4th. Large commercial building on
'lIi'ge lot. Apartmehtupstairs for resident or ren_ tel. 100' of frontage.833,000.00.
204 Spruce. Large home, basically good but in
need of repair. Priced at $7,500.00 but no
reasonable offer will be refused.
Highway 94 East. Two vacant lots with 300' of
highway frontage. $8,000.00.
1203 Olive. Zoned for business of your choice. Excellent resident on property that could be moved
to your lot or live in house where it is. Many
potentials. $72,500.00.
Mt. Carmel-Valentine Road. 48 acres of land
with approximately 30 acres tendable. Tobacco
base. $38,500.00.
412 Sycamore. Extra neat inside with carpeting,
stove, refrigerator, washer, dryer, drapes all included in the price of $23,500.00.
406 North 4th. Some owner financing available on
this business. Old, established business in topnotch condition. All fixtures, furniture and large
lot included with sale.
Old Shiloh Road. Muse in need of some repair
and three acres of land. Just off 94 East and near
Kentucky Lake. Some fencing and pond.
$19,500.00.

+NW-

802 North 17th. 75' x 224' building lot. Near
University. $3,600.00.
Kenlana Shores. Lots No.25& 26. Neaikentucky
Lake. $3,000.00.

Pine Bluff Shores. Nice waterview lot. Goes to
T.V.A. easement. $1,000.00.
Ford Road. Just outside city limits with city
water and sewer access. 24 acres, all tendable or
ready for subdividing. 630,000.00.
McCracken County. 70 acres of good bottom
land. Would sell for $35,000.00 or would trade for
property in Calloway County.
Crappie Hollow Shores. Ten lots averaging approximately 3.25 acres. $3,900.00.
Sherwood Forest. Large, wooded lot. $1,600.00.

Hurley-Riley Subdivision. Two waterfront lots,
140' of water front, on Blood River. Concrete
- , boat
ramp.$16,000.00.
ROBERTS REALTY is concerned about
your
real estate need! If we don't have it listed we
will
gladly work through multiple listing with you.

The Nelson Shroat Co.,REALTORS
Undo Jeff's Shopping Confer

759-1707
Affelping people is our but
Evenings:
Mabee Skim,7S9-1716
Mario Nicks 759-10S6

s

Edna Knight-153-4910
Sam Knight-153.1910
Patsy fsin-153-6376
412 South 12th Street

•

Ray Roberts -436-5650

Anna Reguart-153-1477
tela Reed-753-6086
Pat Armstrong -436-1174
Phone 753-1651

5
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46 Homes For Sate
13 Real Estate

II

41 ACRES, all _fenced.
located near Coldwater,
30 acres tendable, more
could be made tendable.
Pricedat $30,000. Phone
KOPPERUD REALTY,
753-1222 for all your
farm real estate needs.

people. Economically
home.. fireplace
built
with heatalator, heat
pump, central electric
heat and air, 3 bedroom
and 2 full baths.. Many
other extras.. priced in
the 30's. Call 753-1492
Loretta Jobs Realtors.

Guy Spann Realty
"Yoor Key People
lts Rest !state"

753 7724
401 Sycamore

NIL

-

Morret,iy.

FOR SALE by owner
house and 3.3 acres, 2
miles from Murray.
Modern 2 bedroom fully
carpeted with fireplace.
Built-in appliances. Lots
of-cabinets and closets.
Patio overlooking
private lake. Barn
suitable for' horse or
pony; plus outside
storage building and
shop. All on beautifully
landscipid wooded
acres. Priced low 40's.
Call 753-9850.

NOTICE
NEAL ESTATE
I have been out of state
on vacation. Am now
ready to give--ibore
Urn.. to selling- real
estate and appraisal
work. If I can help you
with your real estate
problems, please call
or come by my office
over Renal Drug on
in
square
court
Murray, Ky. - I need
real estate listings.
Claude L. Miller,
Realtor
Office plume 1534144
MIMS 753-3159

BY OWNER: 3 large
bedrooms, 1"2 baths, all
carpet, drapes, central
heat and air, large lot,
fenced backyard, many
extras. 2 miles from
Murray off 121 S.
$37,000. 753-9732 or 762-•
48 Automotive Service
BARGAIN: CAR batteries, Willard brand, 2
_ year guarantee, $20.99;
years guarantee,
.99; 4 year guarans+
•
tee, 626.36; 5 y
guarantee, $30.99; S
year
guarantee,
maintenance free,
$34.99. Wallin Hardware, Paris.
49 Used Cars & Trucks

49 Used Cars & trucks

1968 FORD GALAXIE,

frakvi",. \

51. Services Offered
DRIVEWAYS and
parking areas white
rocked and graded. Free
estimates. Clifford-Garrison, 753-5429 after
4 p. m.
KERBY - New, rebuilt
starting at $45.00.
Complete Service. Call
Mike Hutchens, 753-331&
d.1•

ID 971

riatute heehaw. inc

INSULATION BLOWN In
.by Sears save on these
high heat and cooling
bills. Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimates.

51 Services Offered

51 Services Offered

TVPFA haPkhild. nd
septic tank work. Field
tile lines irdtalled, 28
experience.
years
Licensed through Healtt
Department. Call Rex -Camp. 753493.42__
'

Al I

CUSTOM

Upholstery.
Free estimates. Call 4362786.

automatic, power
steering, 302 V-8 motor.
CLOCK
Good gas mileage. WATCH AN
Ashley wood stove. .repairing. .A11--work
guaranteed. 108 Riviera
without jacket. Call 436Ct. Call 759-1231.
2204.

E../6

1970 VW BEETLE. Good
condition. Cali 75372601.

51 Services Offered

LICENSED ELECTRICIAN prompt efficient service. No job
• too small. Call Ernest
White, 753-0605,..
-SEPTIC-TANK ruil.
PIING. Residential and
commercial. Rex Camp,
.
753-5933.
FENCE_SALES at Sears
now. Call Sears 753-2310
føf trITICfltimatP1 for
your needs.

WILL HAUL driveway
rock, time, sand and
decorative rock. Also
grain hauling available.
Call Roger Hudson, 7534545 or 7534763.

ELECTRIC

WIRING _

home and industrial, air
conditioning,- and
refrigeration, heating.
Call 474-8841.

WILL. iivo babysitting in
our home. Reasonable
rates. Call 753-0762.

Chain Saw
And
Lawnmower
Sales and Service
Eastside Small
Engine Repair
Highway 46 toot
1534440
53. Feed And Seed

FOR SALE.
LICENSED ELEC- STRAW
Minimum 10 bales. Call
TRICIAN and gas in- 753-1287.
do
_atallation _will
Plumbing, 1.1P-itting and
Ismer cleaning. Call 7537203.

54. Free Column
FREE GREY 9 month old
kitten. Friendly, good
with children, Call after
5:30 753-0080 ask for
Christi.

1977 MONTE CARLO "SEE HOW
ORDER9 H9 STEAK.
FOR_ INSULATION
Landau, one owner, all EITHER"HE43 NEWLY MARRIED OR
needs. Call Jackson
_
power. Sir,_AM-17101_
Purchase Insulation,
NEWLY RICH.-*
stereo,8 track,excellent
49 Used Cars & Trucks
GUTTERING BY Sears, 759-1820.
49 Used Cars & Trucks
condition. Call 753-2414
44. Lots For Sale
ISitelt Continuous gut- WET BASEMENT? We
1975 17 SCIIWCO;
.
FREE TWO white kitMOST DESIRABLE or 759451& ,
ters installed per your
make wet basements .
1971 DATSUN, 4 door.
753-0093 after 5 p.m.
tens. Approximately 9
cedar shade lake front
QUALITY SERVICECall
specifications.
elr ---Arcork completely-Excellent shape.::Spare
1969 FORD PICKUP.Call
weeks old.CA*11753-6315.
cottage on beautiful
Sears 753-2310 for free
guaranteed. Call or
Company Inc. Air conand complete set el_ new 1968 FORD BRONCO 4 x 4
437-4369.
large
lot.
wooded
write Morgan Conestimates.
dition sales and sertires. $2395. Also 1967
with PTO Wedge on
FREE TWO MALE part
Located in Ponderosa
aa
Co., Route
struction
front:41900.-Can-bs-aa
excellent
Thunderbird,
vice. Modern sheet - German- Shepherd
4
-Electra,„
11._17-BUECK
near
Subdivision
THAT
Wheel
Box 409 A. Paducah, Ky.
Hooks
. The Phone
shape, new radial tires,
at
metal
department.
puppies 10 weeks old.
:iloor, white with black
icyz
Redwood
a
Aurora,
to
.4th
carport
Phone day or
42001.
liorth.
753-7765.
Call
$75().
_
Alignment,
Larry
e.
Wisehart,
Anteciovw,apiloig
Very cudly. MCI make
Plumber In
and paneled interior has
addition.
specious
night 442-7026.
Street, Murray.
• nice pets: Call' 753-3994
Two owner car with new
President. Phone 753cathedral -- windows- - tires. Call 432427.
Remodeling,- repairs1971 GMC pickup.' With
9290.
after 5- p.m.
facing lake, attractive
aluminum siding, GENERAL HOME f
topper. Excellent 19711 VEGA, Hatchback
remodeling, framing,
For MI Your
with air.. Excellent
upstairs loft bedroom,
roofing, aluminum
condition. Call 753-3129.
1977 FORD F150, 4 x 4,351
siding and
aluminum
1803
61595.
condition.
bedroom,
downstairs
437-4338.
_Call
awnings,
Real Estate Needs
engine, power, AM-FM
.
glitters. Call 1-354-8951
Collegilraip Rd. kitliving-dining,
1970 -PONTIAC Bonradio, white sport
Is
or 1-362-4895.
chenette, bath and
J
CONAND
D
:wine, 455 engine. Can
wheels, air, automatic,
air
utility. Furnished, ready _
TRACTORS, - building
lock in 1100 tires. Hubei, - - be - 6868 - -E22 Fox _ 1272 VEGA Hatchback
condition, automatic,
to enjoy. For sale by.-. tool box on side. Call 4)19•remodeling, repairs,
Meadows.,Call 7594951.
Warehouse space available, CHEAPER than
$400. Call 436-2532.
owner - pre-season
aluminum siding,
owning your own, PLUS; no utilities, insurance, 2866.
price. Ca1027-3664.
roofing.- Fronk.
,taxes or maintenance. Just 100% DEDUCTION
rigr_vitourr 4smallest to the most
12,000 1576 I% TON GNIC tricck
with complete privacy and easy access.
wheel
drive,
High
pickup
CMC
1975
For
Sale
Homes
46.
Siera, 6500 Series. .427 ...Lsomplete ipt
_437WAY:: .actual
conditioned..
-air
Sierra,
753-3744 days .
potid
on
THREE BEMIS
4331.
engine. V-8, 5 speed-2
house does all theblweorrer.
power
Automatic,
43-0941L,
7
nights
South 13th Street. With 1
753-7618
or
ft.
17
gate,
lift
speed,
steering and brakes.
rinses
"1
vacuums
r1.1.
aa
il
ffe
acre of land. garage
Excellent.
tires.
900
van,
-TROUBLE
After Miters
diViNa
.1973
1;INTli,
automatic,
17,000 actual miles.
out deep down dirt and
behind house. Call 753- Call 753-4389.
getting "those small grime iii II single sweep
459-1711
31,000 miles. One owner:
$3975. Call 753-9920 or
8541.
plumbing jobs done?
Excellent condition.
KON0411CALLY-753-3000.
gleans the waY
.
7534614.
Then cal _
;1195.1803 College Farm FOR SALE - 1972
pechasionaLs do-at
station
Chevrolet pickup. 350
1917 CHRYSLER
Rd_
-gfracUorrol tba cod
,
FREI
,-TNTERMR,
wagon, power brakes,
- engine, automatic,Jur, PAIN'TING(YOU sAvi'ue To
MILE
20
wall
dry
Also
'and.
exlerior.
looks
steering, air,
1967 FORD Falcon Spqrt, radio, topper, new tires. finishing. 10 years ex-. =AOPER
OPEN WRIDAYS
DELIVERY
1-362-4072.
Call
runs good. $300. Call 753speed:
our
toupe.
Morn .Wed 8-1
periencefr.. Call _436-2563,
*House
8127.
753-0984
Excellent engine, good
amp ON THURSDAYS •Hospital
Ralph Worley.
1972
OWNER
ONE
Contact
tires.
Coils
Calls
Fri.4 Sat. 8-2:30
19117 MUSTANG, $450. 753-7356.
Plymouth. Satellite,
FOR YOUR _septic tank
•Hair Cuts *Shaves
phone 753-1278.
Call 436-2294.
Roofed" and ready Up to 12 24. Also barn style, offices, cottages,
and backhoe work
, 3011tainiit-Ttreet.
1970 FORD VAN niobile home ad-ons, and patios, or U-SUILD, pre-cut completely ready
needs. Also septic tank
1971 V.W., engine- has
customized, 40,000 1975, DODGE FOUR
Cali-this number offer 5:00 to assure
to assemble if al 24 60 Buy tbe bast for kiss.
fir esi1011.•••
cleaning _Call John
wheel drive.Short wheel
5,000 m11er- New -tire,
miles, automatic shift,
prompt service next day, 753-3685 StarS
11‘111;Veller
or
753-8669
Phone
days
Lane.
CUSTOM-BVILT PORTABLE BUILDINGS
753-8583
Call
transmission
base.
needs
SHARP. Call 753-6328.
Ida.&Mr 7S3-141/
and night appointments.
436-5348.
or 753-6132 nights.
work. $300. Call 753-0745.
$2500.00.

czikla:.1- ,

Murray

ATTENTION BUSINESSES

759-1707

RENT RINSENVAC

The Nelson
brat Co.;
Realtors-

co

cap

Hornbuckle's Barber Shop

..

FOR REAL ESTATE IN 78

Member
Multiple
Listing

A FLICKERING FIREPLACE
Will keep you cozy this winter. Four bedroom, 2
bath home on large wooded lot in the city limits
of Murray. In addition to 4 bedrooms, home
features study, great room with fireplace, large
brick patio with gas grill. This is one of the most
beautiful settings in Murray. Price reduced.

Member
Multiple
- Listing

See The Friendly Folks At Kopperud Realty

A BEAUTIFUL WAY TO BE PRACTICAL
Impressive and spacious 4 bedroom, 2% bath
home in Gatesborough Subdivision. Almost 3,000
square feet of comfortable, well designed living
area in this 2-story brick home. Central natural
gas heat, lovely fireplace, formal dining room,
private patio with gas grill and we could go on
and on! Why not take a look at this quality homeit may be just what you've been looking for.

COMFORTABLE
RANCH STYLE LIVING

BIG HOME-BIGGER BUY
large 4 bedroom, 3 bath home on private one
acre tract, 43,4 miles from Murray. Almost 3000 square feet of living area in this home which has
extra large rooms and large 2 car garage. Builtin kitchen with all appliances including
refrigerator,- range, dishwasher, disposal and
trash compactor staying wittr sale of home.
only
Priced well below replacement cost
$45,000. Phone us today for more information.

EASY HAPPY FAMILY LIVING

GOOD TASTE COSTS NO MORE
This home has everything for comfortable, convenient family living. Many outstanding features
including heat pump, large and lovely fireplace
in den, spacious 2 car garage, 3 bedrooms, 2L-2
baths, tastefully decorated throughout. We feel
this is the best home in the mid 50's on today's
market. Let us tell you more about it!

Extremely well-built home on quiet street near
the university. This 3 bedroom, 2 bath quality
home features central heat and air, large rooms,
spacious 2 car garage, abundant storage areas,
beautiful decor and landscaping. Owner wants
fast sale so phone us today. Price just reduced low 40's.

EXPANSIVE-NOT EXPENSIVE'

PRIVACY IS PRICELESS

Fireplace adds cozy note in this newly listed 3
bedroom home located 6 miles West of Murray in
Three bedroom home with central heat and air, scenic, quiet location. Home has central heat
den with fireplace, attached garage and good and *r, attached 2-car garage plus additional
west side location. Priced in the mid 30's. Let us separate garage ideal for storage or workshop.
Ask to see this soon. Price has been reduced for
show you this roomy yet cozy home.
fast sale.

PRETTY AS A PICTURE
Neat three bedroom home just waiting for your
family. Not mueli to dobere as it is in tip-top condition and &iced to sell. Located northwest of
Murray and just- recently listed. Don't nuss
seeing this home before you buy. Price reduced -30's.

Let us show you how to save money and have
FREE RENT too! Good home at an affordable
price, features 3 bedrooms, central heat, den
with Franklin Fireplace and solid wood
paneling, modem kitchen, backyard patio, brick
Bar-B-Q, modern workshop and quiet country
living only 2 miles from city limits. Act quick on
this genuine bargain. Low 30's.

NEW LISTING
Just listed this 3 bedroom brick rancher near the
university. Lots of living area in this fine home
with central air, large den and convenient floor
plan. Phone us right away for more information.

January and February sales indicate a very active year in the Real Estate Market. Let us assist you in selling your homeandior locating a fine new home in 1978.
We have five full-time sales professionals to assist you in any type real estate transaction.

We Work In All Kinds Of Weather!

Ph. 753-1222
(24 Hour Phone)
711 Main
White House Building

KOPPERUD
REALTY
.1

REALTOR•

Evenings Call:
George Gallagher - 753-8129
Harry Patterson - 492-8302
Geri Andersen - 753-7932
Bill Rayburn - 753-4474
Bill Kopperud - 753-1222

,
Murray Postoffice
To Close Monday
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Atkins Says Funding Issue'Much Bigger Than Politics

nEws

in BRIEF

•

FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP)Cyrus R. State Auditor George Atkins
state
of
By The- Asset-49*d Press Secretary
told a 'legislative committee
Vance,a brief courtesy call on_ today
a&
the
' NATIONAL
that
c,
. .
•
t. •

decision on the Atkins controversy.
vlf in fact the governor is
sincere in this pronoun• •timistic
- if • i I' -ye
having my funds restored,"
on
be.
well
But
it's
very
may
Atkff% -Sind. "If not, then the
bigger than that."
are against me."
. -There have been reports. politics
a potential antiAtkins,
- that Carroll might-teStifylater
before the - appropriations
Ruling Star Lodge To •
continittee.
But Gary Auxier, his press
secretary, said the governor Hold Meeting Monday
has not been invited and does
Ruling Star Lodge No. 51
not plan to appear.
Free and Accepted Mason will
Weeks ago, Carroll told the
meet Saturday, Feb, 10, st
committee informally --he
seven p.m. at the lodge hall.
. wbald 4e..NIPPY
Work *ill- he in. the first
invited on-important Matters
degree,
according to
More significantly, the
n for the lodge, who
spokesma
he
said
recently
governor
urge all members to attend.
would abide by the legislators'
auditor said in an interview,
"There are thbse who would
ingkeb it appeaN-to be a
political fight-the 'governor

- A 20-foot length of fuse and' ference and a meeting with budget makes his office
a black stain on'ttie snow are members o! Congress.
dependent on those it audits
INTERNATIONAL
evidence in what state
woiad not,save money.
and
The
LONDON AP)
troopers say is the second
-remarks prepared for a
In
and
joint
attempt to blow up the trans- Rhodesiaa guerrillas
by ,the
bearing
backing
hts
governme
African
Alaska pipeline. A sabotage
tions and Revenue
Appropria
the
condemned
attempt last summer did not them
Committee, he tried, to show
Prirrie
between
nt
agreeme
even dent the $7.7'Pillion pipe,
by various exhibits that it
but on Wednesday a hole was Minister Ian Smith and three should • recommend
blown in the 48inch steel line. moderate black leaders for restoration of normal money
.
Thousands of barrels of thick majority rule in Rhodesia for his operations.
was
nt
governme
U.S.
The
no
oil
crude
Bay
Prudhoe
Atkins said the adminisexact figure- was available - cool, but it and the • British
-01. Wilds
trzti°n
under
gushed over the tundra- for gbvernrifentglnay come
andmexpsponcihility of insurto
n*
a-No
pressureie
i
t
-inte
hours.
ing independent audits from
it. At will not work. the General Assembly and a
• WASHINGTON
The war continues. We know constitutional officer elected
WASHINGTON'( A P)
While the Carter ad- who the enemies are," said by the people and places them
ministration may be set in its guerrilla leader Joshua in the hands of the executive
headquarters in
Israeli
plans,
Foreign Nkomo at his
branch."Atle agreement The auditor seid 'there-are
_Zakubia
Minister Moshe Dayan is -stil.
131
y
Wednesda
d,
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Frigidaire

'Eagle Weekend'

Refrigerator

Reservations

CLEARANCE

Still Accepted

Stock Market

Bel-Air Decor

753-3641

Bel-Air Shopping Center
Open Till IWO p.m.

We've made some great buys on some of
Frigidaire's best and most popular refriger?hot-S. And now we're passing our big savings on to you. It's your chance to save big
on Frigidaire Refrigerators.

Limited time only!

Special savings on our most innovative and most popular
Frigidaire Refrigerators!
i
ot

.
•/474
irgl

/

As __
EfficientFrigi-Foam
insulation helps conserve
energy by locking told air
'
in; warm air otit,-"

Only Frigidaire delivers ice, chilled water, even
two beverages right through the door.
• 20:0 cu-ft total refrigerated volume
• 100°. Frost-Proof
•4 Fresh food compartment shelves,2 of them
fully adjustable
• Twin Vegetable Hydrators and Flowing Cold
Meat Tender

L0/ Off

Frigidaire's exclusive
Refreshment Center
Refrigerator features an
efficient activated carbon
water purifier that keeps
impurities from reaching
your glass or you.

Made Any Way ha Like

20°/

0 Off

111 Our

Paint

$100"

SAVE!

As Low As $695 gal.

Everyday Low Prices On
Carpet A Lineloum. Free
estimate and complete installation.

Frigidaire puts bigload drying capacity
within easy reach.

We Honor
All Major
Credit Cards

Save time and energy on washday
with this Frigidaire Dryer. It takes on
a full 18-lb load and makes loading
and unloading easy thanks to a highpositioned, over-sized door opening.
Choose just the right drying time for
the type of load—up tO 140 minutes.
There's even a No Heat cycle for
fluffing pillows or just drying item
that can't take heat.

$249"

WD-A

199"
0 !!!;111111111111111111 0

Frigidaire's unique up-and-down Agitator action
makes the difference.
And every Frigidaire Jet Cone Washer has it!
753-1713

We
offer
complete
decorating service and
ideas in West Kentucky's
most complete decorating
center.

$10000

See the washers that clean better than the best-selling
brand's best washer.

AS SEEN
ON TV

--0s Salo lbw!

Depend on Frigidaire for 100% Frost-Proof
convenience and organized food storage.
•17.0 cu-ft total refrigerated volume
•3fully adjustable shelves
•Twin Vegetable Hydrators and Meat Tender
•Automatic Ice Maker available at extra charge

Buy
fl OW
nd

You'll find many of the same heavy
duty components used in Frigidaire
commercial washers inside this 16-lb
capacity washer. Its water temperature selectoileatures four wash/rinse
temperature combinations including
a cold water setting to help you save
energy by washing with cold water
when fabrics and degree of soil permit. Normal and Gentle wash cycles
take on delicates to denims.

Custom Drapes

-

-

FPF-200T1
Refreshment Center

Discover heavy duty
dependability and
versatile fabric care
with Frigidaire.

Woven Wood Shades
-custom Naito-

it I

-
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